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The health of my body, mind and spirit are all related and anyone who cares for
my health should take that into account
– Kaa Anderson
(as cited in Morrison, 2017)
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Mihimihi
E ngā mana, e ngā reo, e ngā rau rangatira mā, tēnā koutou katoa. Anei mātou ngā
kairanaghau e mihi atu nei ki tēnei kaupapa rangatira o Smear Your Mea, ōtira ki te māreikura a
Talei Roimata Morrison, kua whetūrangitia ki te pō tangtango. He wahine whakapau kaha, he
wahine ngākau nui. Ahakoa kua wehe atu ia i te ao mārama, e kore rawa e warewaretia e tātou ōna
mahi hei hapai i te kaupapa nei. E rere hoki ana ngā mihi ki te whānau Morrison, rātou i pōhiritia
ai mātou i raro i te korowai aroha o Smear Your Mea.
He mihi manahau anō ki ngā wāhine nō ngā tōpito o te motu, nā rātou tēnei rangahau i
whakanikoniko i ā rātou kōrero- he taonga nui te whakawhiti kōrero.
Me waiho i kōnei i ēnei kupu whakamahana ai i te whatumanawa:
He iho pūmanawa, she was a role model. We don’t all know Te Puea Herangi, we don’t all
know Whina Cooper, but they were role models of their eras and Talei was like that too… the
legacy that she’s left apart from Smear Your Mea is something. Her style of performance and
her integrity in training and everything she brought to the stage is also part of a legacy…
She’s always inspired and she’ll continue to inspire from the other side now.
- Huturangi (SYM Evaluation Research)

We would like to take this opportunity to mihi to Bridgette Masters-Awatere, as the
convenor of this paper, for initiating a conversation with Sandy Morrison; and to Whaea Sandy for
trusting us to participate in this cherished kaupapa. We would also like to thank Dr Jane Furness,
our research supervisor, for going above and beyond in supporting our research efforts. To our
wāhine participants — it was an honour to receive your kōrero and we have done the utmost to
uphold the mana of what you shared in the following report.
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Executive Summary
This evaluation was completed for the Smear Your Mea (SYM) Charitable Trust. SYM
was founded by Talei Morrison in January 2018 following Talei’s cervical cancer diagnosis and
as a result of her negative experiences within the Western health system. After Talei’s passing in
2018, the SYM Charitable Trust was established to continue her kaupapa. This Trust is comprised
of friends, kaihaka and whānau, and is actively supported by Talei’s extended whānau and the
communities to which she belonged.
This evaluation was completed to provide the SYM Trust with information and
documented personal stories from wāhine who have engaged with the campaign. Our evaluation
centred around gathering these narratives, which were to be used to address three objectives. We
set out to:
1. Understand what is valued in the SYM campaign and what could be further refined and
developed.
2. Analyse SYM practices in relation to Māori health models and best practice models of
relevant smear campaigns.
3. Establish whether the experiences of wāhine who have interacted with the SYM campaign
align with the campaign’s aims and expected practices.
The information that has formed the foundation of this evaluation was collected from SYM
Trust archival material, conversations with Trustees, and nine interviews with wāhine Māori that
had been involved with the SYM campaign in some capacity.
A Literature Review was developed to explore cervical cancer rates within Indigenous
populations from Aotearoa, Australia, the Pacific Islands, United States and Canada. This
investigation of Indigenous data provided an understanding of barriers, enablers and best practice
treatment models. The completion of this Literature Review helped us to further understand the
ways in which the practices of the SYM campaign align with international Indigenous best
practice.
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As we further developed our understanding of SYM through wāhine interviews and
archival material, we were able to conceptualise a programme logic model. This logic model aimed
to set out key aspects of the SYM campaign and their interconnections; it also provides an
overview of SYM values, aims and strategies as well as the inputs, outputs and outcomes of the
campaign in one comprehensive document. This logic model will support SYM as documentation
of the activities and facets that make up the campaign, which has the potential to support further
funding applications.
As we engaged in our research activities to meet our objectives, we found significant
overlap between the wāhine narratives when discussing valued aspects of the campaign. Themes
identified include: the legacy of Talei and her experience; connections with key people that
advocate for the SYM kaupapa; the warm, respectful and safe environment that SYM events
create; cultural ‘ways of being’ that are embedded in the SYM campaign; education and awareness
raised by the SYM campaign that specifically caters to the needs of

wāhine Māori; the

effectiveness of social media in health promotion, as well as promoting the efforts of the campaign;
the mistrust of Western approaches to health; and the alignment of the SYM campaign with
existing Māori health models.
The nine interviews with wāhine Māori provided overwhelming support for the SYM
campaign and a desire to see the campaign grow. Every wahine we interviewed expressed a
genuine appreciation for the SYM campaign, and we were left with no doubt that SYM has made
positive inroads for wāhine in cervical cancer prevention. Any recommendations from wāhine
were on ways to extend the outreach of SYM, without any suggestion that the campaign itself
should be altered. Suggestions were aimed at extending and refining the outreach of SYM to
further target kaumātua, younger wāhine and tāne.
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1.0. Introduction
The evaluation reported here is a collaboration between Sandy Morrison and Eruera Keepa,
who acted in their capacity as Patron and Chair of the Smear Your Mea (SYM) Charitable Trust,
alongside graduate students from Te Kura Whatu Oho Mauri at Te Whare Wānanga o Waikato.
SYM is a true legacy campaign paying heed to the work of Talei Morrision who was diagnosed
with cervical cancer in 2017. Before she passed away in 2018, she established the SYM campaign 1,
which is built on a Kaupapa Māori foundation, to share her experiences and raise awareness about
the importance of cervical screening. Sandy Morrison is the mother of SYM founder Talei
Morrison and is an Associate Professor at Te Pua Wānanga ki te Ao at Te Whare Wānanga o
Waikato. Eruera Keepa is the current Chairperson of the Charitable Trust and the brother of the
late Talei Morrison.
The student researchers (see Appendix 1) were enrolled in the PSYCH513 Evaluation
Research Design paper, in which Dr Bridgette Masters-Awatere was the course convener and Dr
Jane Furness was the lecturer, and supervisor of this research. This research explores the
experiences of wāhine2 who have engaged with the SYM campaign. In this first section of the
report, we give a brief overview of cervical cancer and associated health inequities in Aotearoa,
provide an introduction to SYM, and explain the evaluation rationale and objectives. The section
concludes with an overview of the remainder of the report.
1.1. Cervical Cancer and Health Inequities for Wāhine Māori in Aotearoa
Cervical cancer develops from the tissues of the cervix as a result of infection from the
human papillomavirus (HPV). It is hard to detect and often affects women at the busiest time of
their lives, with devastating impact on their families and communities (Ministry of Health, 2019).
Cervical cancer treatment in Aotearoa has an unethical past, thus interest in women’s health
activism in the 1970s and 1980s increased. This led to campaigners Sandra Coney and Phillida
Bunkle co-authoring a Metro magazine article in June 1987 titled “An Unfortunate Experiment at
National Women’s”. Using a medical paper “The Invasive Potential of Carcinoma in situ of the

1
2

Unless otherwise specified, the acronym “SYM” is referring to the SYM campaign as a whole.
Throughout this report the word “wāhine/wahine” will be used exclusively to reference Māori women.
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Cervix” (McIndoe, McLean, Jones & Mullins, 1984), a case study of one of Dr Herbert Green’s
patients (given the pseudonym ‘Ruth’) and interviews with multiple staff directly involved, the
two campaigners aimed to show that Dr Green had carried out research without patients’
knowledge or consent, and had withheld conventional treatment for certain patients in order to
explore his personal theories about abnormal cells in the cervix.
The Coney & Bunkle (1987/2017) article led to a Commission of Inquiry headed by Dame
Silvia Cartwright, which launched its inquiry into the allegations concerning the National
Women’s Hospital and the report was released on 5 August 1988 (Ministry of Health, 2009). The
report found that a number of women did not receive an acceptable standard of care, with
consequences including persisting disease, development of invasive cancer, and even death
(Cartwright, 1988, p. 210). The recommendations and findings in the report led to the
establishment of a national, centrally coordinated screening programme (National Screening Unit,
2014), and recognised that special duties were particularly owed to wāhine Māori “who have a
three times greater risk of contracting invasive cancer than other women in New Zealand”
(Cartwright, 1988, p. 217).
Today, population-based cervical screening is offered systematically to all people in the
target population (Ministry of Health, 2019). If access is equitable, this could be considered an
effective method of cervical cancer detection. However, inequities in cervical cancer screening
have continued to persist over time, resulting in higher incidence and mortality rates for
marginalised groups. Wāhine Māori are particularly impacted by these inequities and are three
times more likely to die from cervical cancer (between the ages of 25 and 44) than Pākehā women
(Lewis, 2009). A review of women diagnosed with cervical cancer in Aotearoa between 2008 and
2012 also found that only 13% of women aged 25 to 69 at the time of diagnosis had an adequate
screening history; this level of screening was even lower amongst wāhine Māori (Lewis, 2009).
Overall health inequities for wāhine Māori in Aotearoa are well-documented. While allcause mortality rates have been declining across ethnicities, there is still a large mortality gap
between Māori and Europeans of both genders (Figure 1). In terms of the main contributors to
mortality inequalities for wāhine Māori, there has been a decline in the traditional major cause,
cardiovascular disease, and an increase in cancer. This increase for Māori has been accompanied
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by a steady decline in female European cancer mortality rates (Disney et al., 2017).

Figure 1: All-cause mortality rate inequities between NZ Māori, Pacific Islander, European/other
(Disney et al., 2017)
1.2. Smear Your Mea Campaign
Mo te aha?
Mo te hauora o te wahine
Mo te whakapapa
Mo te orangatonutanga o ngā wāhine Māori
Mo a tātou tamariki mokopuna (Morrison, 2018)
The quote above was delivered by SYM founder Talei Roimata Morrison (Ngāti Whakaue,
Ngāti Maniapoto, Ngāti Rārua, Ngāti Tama, Te Āti Awa, Kāi Tahu, Ngāti Apa, Ngāti Porou), from
her keynote address at a garden party held at Tūrongo House, Tūrangawaewae Marae. Talei’s
address at this event occurred a few months after the inception of SYM, and within the same year
of her passing. This quote encapsulates the true purpose of SYM, explaining that from the outset,
the aim of the SYM campaign was to protect the hauora and whakapapa of wāhine, with a
10

foundational view of safeguarding the health of future generations. Built on a Kaupapa Māori
foundation, SYM is a campaign that encourages all women to get cervical smears, with a specific
focus on wāhine Māori, and aims to raise awareness of cervical cancer in Aotearoa. Launched in
January 2018 (Morrison, 2018), the focus of SYM has primarily been women kaihaka due to
Talei’s long-standing passion in Māori performing arts. SYM promotes advocacy and support for
kaihaka, their whānau, and their communities through early detection, treatment and prevention of
cervical cancer.
Talei’s rationale to establish SYM was due to a previous negative smear experience,
culminating in her avoiding cervical testing for eleven years. After a painful journey with years of
repetitive symptoms and difficulty being correctly diagnosed by her doctor, she was confirmed to
have Stage 3b cervical cancer. Exacerbating the distress of this diagnosis was a lack of information
and resources that resonated with her as a wahine Māori. She felt the health system had failed her.
Talei, a well-known kapa haka performer, wanted to prevent other wāhine from going through her
experience and began blogging her journey. This blog evolved into an outreach and awareness
campaign, and along with fellow senior kapa haka friends, she began targeting wāhine primarily
at kapa haka events to raise awareness about cervical cancer, encouraging them to have a smear
test before taking to the stage. Talei explained in her blog (Morrison, 2018):
Using the mechanism of kapa haka to drive our [SYM] campaign connected with so many
people. Performers are the superheros [sic] of their regions, if your super hero can get her
smear then so can you. We created a targeted space to educate our people about cervical
cancer and a space where there was no tapu, no fear and where we were achieving a goal
together. It helped to bridge the interface between health and Māori.
At the start of this research process, a meeting between Sandy Morrison (Ngāti Maniapoto,
Ngāti Rarua, Te Arawa), Nadine Riwai3, Dr Bridgette Masters-Awatere, the student research team
(the researchers), and their supervisor Dr Jane Furness, was held via Zoom on 24 April 2020. This
meeting provided an initial opportunity for whakawhanaungatanga, learning more about the SYM
campaign and its history, and clarifying what was needed from an evaluation and how the
evaluation research could assist the SYM kaupapa. To find out more about the SYM campaign

3

Specialty Clinical Nurse, and Cervical Screening Coordinator at Waikato DHB who works closely with the SYM
campaign.
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and the involvement of SYM Trustees, advocates, and volunteers, the researchers reviewed the
SYM website and social media page, the SYM Strategic plan, SYM Trust Deed, Talei Morrison’s
blog, media releases, and documents sent from Sandy Morrison detailing information about SYM
activities. The researchers also had further conversations with Sandy Morrison and Eruera Keepa
who provided a greater appreciation and understanding of all aspects of the SYM campaign. All
information about the workings of the SYM Trust and campaign have been obtained from these
sources.
After Talei’s passing in 2018, a Charitable Trust was established to continue her kaupapa.
This Trust is comprised of friends, kaihaka and whānau, and is actively supported by Talei’s
extended whānau and the communities to which she belonged. Sandy Morrison explained that the
work currently undertaken by SYM has morphed into four areas:
1. Outreach: A primary focus of SYM is to raise awareness and provide education about
the importance of cervical screening. SYM personnel4 do this by attending numerous
local and national events. National Smear Your Mea Day is a flagship event, held
annually on the 25th of August, and has been well supported by the health sector who set
up cervical smear options throughout the community. The Ministry of Health has
established September as National Cervical Screening Month, which allows a natural
transition from National Smear Your Mea Day into activities and added awareness for
National Cervical Screening Month.
An initial key milestone in the outreach programme was the Ride4Talei campaign, led by
Te Ururoa Flavell5 in February 2019. This Rotorua-to-Wellington cycle trip took place
over six days, with the contingent of mostly novice cyclists delivering Talei’s message
about the importance of cervical screening for wāhine. It was widely supported by local
marae, businesses, and schools such as Tūwharetoa Health 6 and Hapū Hauora7 (Hapū
4

Personnel encompasses advocates, whānau, friends, volunteers, DHB and healthcare workers that promote the
SYM campaign through activities, events or clinics.
5 Te Ururoa Flavell is a supporter of the SYM Charitable Trust, and a well respected leader in te ao Māori. He is
currently the CEO of Te Wānanga o Aotearoa (Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, 2018).
6 Tūwharetoa Health is a Taupō based Māori health provider, the Ride4Talei event was endorsed by the Tūwharetoa
Māori Trust Board (Facebook, 2019).
7 Hapū Hauora is a Bay of Plenty based Māori health organisation which supported the Ride4Talei event in Taupō
and Turangi (Hapū Hauora, 2019).
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Hauora, 2019). The Ride4Talei team arrived in Wellington for the pōwhiri of the Te
Matatini festival and worked alongside Mana Wāhine (Lower Hutt) 8 to set up their first
mobile smear clinic at the festival. SYM personnel have also facilitated mobile screening
at a number of Māori cultural events and have attended 12 regional kapa haka
competitions.
Today, an annual cycle ride, Ride4SYM, is a major event on the National Smear Your
Mea Day calendar, with cyclists travelling around Rotorua-nui-a-Kahumatamomoe to
honour the SYM legacy (Ride4SYM, 2020). Other National SYM Day events in 2020
included a Teal Day Walk in Hamilton, and boot-camp fitness sessions (Smear Your
Mea, 2020).
2. Policy development: The SYM Trustees regard this as essential to ensure that the health
system remains responsive to the health of wāhine Māori and that health inequities are
reduced. The Trust’s aim is to see more wāhine Māori receiving cervical smears,
alongside appropriate treatment plans if cancer is detected. All work in this area must be
driven by a Kaupapa Māori approach. The Trust also endorses Te Rōpū Whakakaupapa
Urutā9 with the advocacy of HPV screening and self-testing for cervical cancer
prevention (E. Keepa, personal communication, n.d.).
3. Advocacy: A key focus area is supporting kaihaka, their whānau, and wider communities
to engage with cervical screening and wider health services. The Trust aims to be a voice
for wāhine Māori impacted by cervical cancer, to advocate on their behalf and to ensure
that they receive culturally appropriate resources, support and information.
4. Raising funds: In order to continually provide high quality information, education and
resources for wāhine and their whānau, the SYM Trust must raise adequate funds (SYM
Strategic Plan, 2018/19).

8

Mana Wāhine (Lower Hutt) is a collective of Māori Health providers from Kapiti, Porirua, and Hutt Valley
committed to improving the health of wāhine and their whānau (Mana Wāhine, 2020).
9
Te Rōpū Whakakaupapa Urutā (the National Māori Pandemic Group) consists of leading Māori medical and health
experts, co-lead by Professor Dr Papaarangi Reid, Associate Professor Dr Sue Crengle, Dr Rawiri Jansen and Teresa
Wall (Te Rōpū Whakakaupapa Urutā, 2020).
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Building on a Kaupapa Māori framework, the SYM Trustees reiterate Talei’s call to cherish
whakapapa and whānau by protecting the whare tangata. Something as simple as a smear test can
do this — it has the ability to save lives, one woman at a time, one whānau at a time, one kapa at
a time (S. Morrison, personal communication, May 30, 2020).
1.2.1. Mission and Values of Smear Your Mea
The outreach, policy development, and advocacy undertaken by SYM personnel are all
based on a foundational vision and mission that can be linked back to Talei’s original vision of the
legacy and impact she wanted to create. The SYM Trust Deed (2018) sets out the vision and
mission as follows:
Vision: Saving lives from cervical cancer, one kapa at a time.
Mission: To raise awareness and promote advocacy and support through the detection,
treatment and prevention of cervical cancer for kaihaka, their families and communities.
In addition to this vision and mission, the SYM campaign’s core values add a cultural
dimension that reflects the holistic, Kaupapa Māori worldview that is central to its practice:
Wāhine Mauri Tau: Women who are composed, serene and deliberate.
Wāhine Mauri Oho: Women who have an energised inner sense.
Wāhine Mauri Tu: Women who are influential and commanding.
Wāhine Mauri Ora: Women who live with vitality.
At our initial meeting, Sandy Morrison discussed some additional holistic, Kaupapa Māori
values that form an essential part of the SYM outreach. Throughout our search of archival material
and in our wāhine interviews, these values were apparent as recurring themes that seem to underpin
the SYM campaign, with its holistic, whānau and community based approach:
Whanaungatanga: An overarching value of the SYM campaign is close relationships, with
wāhine and whānau working together to make decisions and act in ways that support and enhance
whānau.
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Manaakitanga: The SYM campaign upholds people's dignity by using a respectful
approach to their cervical screening practices, with wāhine Māori kaimahi and support available.
SYM also offers support to wāhine at all stages of their cervical screening or cervical cancer
journeys, enhancing and encouraging strong whānau that offer support and assistance to each other
whenever they can, especially in times of need.
Whakapapa: Another value of the SYM campaign is whakapapa, where whānau gain their
identity, history and knowledge about where they are from and where they belong. It is a sense of
obligation, reciprocity and connectedness. By being proactive about their health, wāhine are
protecting their whakapapa.
1.3. Key Stakeholders
The researchers considered those who were involved in this research, and those who would
be directly affected by the outcome of the evaluation to be primary stakeholders. Thus, the primary
stakeholders are the SYM Charitable Trust and wāhine who engaged with the SYM campaign.
Those with an interest in the evaluation but have no direct involvement in the research are
considered to be secondary stakeholders and include Talei Morrison’s whānau, wāhine Māori and
the Ministry of Health.
1.4. Evaluation Rationale and Objectives
The SYM Trustees have received informal participant feedback regarding the positive
impact of the campaign, specifically that their outreach and education has saved lives. However,
the Trust expressed a desire for more information and documented personal stories from wāhine
who have engaged with the campaign. Our evaluation centred around gathering these narratives,
which were used to:
1. Understand what is valued in the SYM campaign and what could be further refined and
developed.
2. Analyse SYM practices in relation to Māori health models and best practice models of
relevant smear campaigns.
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3. Establish whether the experiences of wāhine who have interacted with the SYM campaign
align with the campaign’s aims and expected practices.
1.5. Overview of the report
This report is structured in the following manner. A detailed review of literature is
presented in section 2, focusing on Indigenous cervical cancer statistics, best practice cervical
smear approaches and Māori health models that are relevant to the research objectives.
Methodology is discussed in section 3, alongside ethical considerations, recruitment processes,
data collection, collation and analysis methods. Evidence of findings have been reproduced and
are presented with brief discussion in three sections: 4, 5, and 6. A more extensive discussion of
overarching findings follows in section 7. To conclude, section 8 presents recommendations that
have emerged from the evaluation findings.

2.0. Literature Review
A Literature Review was developed to explore cervical cancer rates within Indigenous
populations from Aotearoa, Australia, the Pacific Islands, United States and Canada. This
investigation of Indigenous data aims to provide an understanding of barriers, enablers and best
practice treatment models. These specific settler states were chosen for inclusion in the review due
to their histories of colonisation, with structural inequities that continue to persist today. Certain
Māori health models were also examined to provide an understanding of Māori views of health,
and how specifically designed Māori health models can provide practical applications of this
worldview.
2.1. Indigenous Cervical Cancer Inequities and Barriers Worldwide
Globally, cervical cancer is the fourth most frequently diagnosed cancer, with the fourth
highest diagnosis and mortality rate for women. However, in 42 low-income countries, it is the
leading cause of cancer mortality (Bray et al., 2018). Despite evidence-based prevention methods,
311,000 women died from cervical cancer in 2018 (Bray et al., 2018). A further look into cervical
cancer rates amongst Indigenous populations worldwide, along with approaches to cervical cancer
prevention, provides a wider context for the inequities that are seen here in Aotearoa.
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In a pattern reflective of Māori in Aotearoa, Australian Indigenous communities are
significantly impacted by cervical cancer incidence and mortality (Manderson & Hoban, 2006).
Multiple studies highlight discrepancies in cancer mortality rates between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australian women (O’Brien, Bailie & Jelfs 2000; Reath & Carey 2008). Reath and
Carey (2008) identified barriers to cervical screening for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
women and suggested potential strategies. Key barriers included a lack of awareness and
appropriate information regarding screening for women, a lack of suitable health promotion
resources, financial barriers, limited access to services, and a low number of skilled female GPs.
Reath and Carey (2008) also investigated cultural barriers for women which included language,
distrust in government agencies, feelings of shame, and the absence of a holistic healthcare
approach. To address these barriers, strategies need to ensure the involvement of Aboriginal
communities when developing and delivering programmes, employ female practitioners, ensure
that health information considers and reflects cultural issues, and increase practitioner awareness
of the cultural implications of a smear (Reath & Carey, 2008).
A review of the literature on Pacific cervical cancer prevalence highlighted an increased
incidence of cervical cancer in low-income Pacific nations (Elia & Devine, 2018). The importance
of cervical cancer prevention is recognised in the Pacific, but implementation of screening
programmes is lacking; just two of 21 Pacific Island nations have achieved screening coverage of
above 40% (Obel et al., 2015). Ten countries and territories in the Pacific (Kiribati, Nauru, Niue,
Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea, Tuvalu, and Wallis and Futuna)
do not have any official cervical screening programmes, or only screen opportunistically (Obel et
al., 2015). According to Elia and Devine (2018), key barriers to Pacific Islander women accessing
cervical screening are similar to those faced by Indigenous populations in Australia. They include
lack of knowledge about cervical screening, limited access to regular screening, cultural concerns
including male healthcare providers completing smears, and the costs associated with cervical
screening (Elia & Devine, 2018). Importantly, the review also identified factors that supported
greater access to cervical screening: increased education, availability of screening services,
mandatory follow up systems, and upskilling of healthcare workers (Elia & Devine, 2018).
A 2012 study by Keuhn et al. found that, between 2003-2009, Fiji had the highest rate of
cervical cancer incidence and mortality in the Pacific. Fijian women are more likely to die of
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cervical cancer than any other form of cancer (Keuhn et al., 2012). Further, cervical cancer
incidence in Fiji is five times higher than in Australia and New Zealand, with mortality rates 15
times higher (Keuhn et al., 2012). Cervical screening coverage in Fiji is reported at 8% of women
(Law et al., 2013).
In Canada, First Nations women are over-represented in cervical cancer statistics, with
higher prevalence and mortality rates than the general public (Maar et al., 2014). Mortality rates
are twice as high for Métis women than non-Indigenous women (Hutchinson et al, 2018) and four
times higher than non-Indigenous women across all Indigenous women of Canada (Demers et al.,
2012). Studies analysing health inequities for Canadian First Nations populations have found that
historic colonial policies have had a long-lasting impact on the health disparities experienced by
Inuit, Métis and First Nations peoples (Allan & Smylie, 2015). Specific to disparities in prevalence
and mortality rates of cervical cancer, poor access to health care and screening have been identified
as causal factors, as well as inadequate care when diagnosis is received (Russell & de Leeuw,
2012). Multiple studies encourage the implementation of cultural values within screening
programmes to better increase participation and education of Indigenous communities in regard to
cervical cancer prevention (Russell & de Leeuw 2012; Maar et al., 2014; Hutchison et al., 2016).
In the United States of America, it is estimated that there are around 12,000 new cervical
cancer diagnoses each year (CDC, 2020). The ethnic groups reported by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) to be the most affected are Black and Hispanic women.
Additionally, a 2014 study by Watson et al. found that Native American Indian women had
significantly higher cervical cancer incidence and mortality compared with White women from
the same regions (Watson et al., 2014, p. S418). It should be considered that populations such as
Native American Indian may have less access to testing or follow up due to an overall lack of
healthcare resourcing and other barriers which contribute to these high rates (Watson et al., 2014).
In the Indian Health Service (IHS) Contract Health Service Delivery Area counties, Native
American Indian women died from cervical cancer at twice the rate of White women (Watson et
al., 2014, p. S418). The HPV vaccine is important in the prevention of cervical cancer yet it is
underutilised by Native American Indian women (Kashani et al., 2019, p. 437). In the United
States, efforts to address disparities for Native American Indian women include federal
programmes such as the IHS cervical cancer screenings introduced in the 1960s (Watson et al.,
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2014), and the Breast and Cervical Cancer Mortality Prevention Act (1990), which led to the
CDC’s National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection Program (Watson et al., 2014).
A tribal health programme that provides a direct response to systemic inequities and
barriers is the Hopi Cancer Support Services (HCSS), which has achieved high rates of breast and
cervical cancer screening among Hopi women (Brown et al., 2015). All women living near or on
the Hopi reservation are eligible for the programme, and the Hopi Tribe provides transportation
for appointments, case management, follow up treatment, and education on breast and cervical
cancer (The Hopi Tribe, 2019). Education was found to be a protective factor for Hopi women, as
well as knowledge about the smear process (Coe et al., 2007). HCSS provides education, tailored
specifically to Hopi women, with one-on-one education occurring in the community, at home and
during clinic visits (Coe et al., 2007). Education was also available in the monthly Hopi tribe
newspaper, the local radio station and local health fairs (Coe et al., 2007). An education
programme was also developed for girls and boys at the Hopi High School, ensuring that
knowledge disseminated to the students is adapted for young, high risk youth, and is presented in
classes, clubs and youth groups (Coe et al., 2007).
2.2. Aotearoa Cervical Cancer Strategies — and Are They Working?
In Aotearoa, the National Cervical Screening Programme (NCSP), administered by the
Ministry of Health, recommends cervical screening every three years for women from 25 to 70
years of age (Ministry of Health, 2013). According to the Ministry of Health (2014), approximately
160 women develop cervical cancer in Aotearoa each year, and of these women, approximately 50
will die as a result. However, abnormalities in the cells of the cervix which may lead to cervical
cancer can be detected by cervical screening and treated; each year there are approximately 25,000
abnormal test results that require intervention.
An audit of the NCSP undertaken in 2000-2002 (New Zealand Cervical Cancer
Audit/University of Auckland, 2004) concluded that the programme operated to a high, and in
some areas, a very high standard. However, the audit also identified that wāhine Māori were not
as well served by the NCSP as non-Māori women. One of the key recommendations of the audit
was that wāhine Māori should be prioritised for screening services, in the hope that this would
address the disparity of screening uptake; however, 18 years later significant disparities still exist.
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The desired screening level is 80% of women in Aotearoa, however, this level is not being
achieved; screening indicators showed that, in the 36 month period prior to July 2020, 75.2% of
non-Māori women, and 61.9% of wāhine Māori were compliant with the NCSP cervical smear
schedule (National Screening Unit, 2020) (see Figure 2). Ministry of Health cancer registration
rates from 2010-2012 (Ministry of Health, 2018a) indicated that Māori cervical cancer rates were
double those of non-Māori.

Figure 2: Cervical Smear Compliance levels between ethnicities in New Zealand spanning 20062020 (National Screening Unit, 2020)
2.3. Māori Health Models
District Health Boards, as government entities, are partners of Te Tiriti o Waitangi
therefore, have an obligation to enhance the quality of healthcare for Māori and reduce the health
disparities faced by Māori communities (Ministry of Health, 2018b). To ensure Te Tiriti
partnerships were upheld within the NSCP, the National Kaitiaki Group was established. This
group is tasked with ensuring Māori wāhine are protected, and mandates that cervical screening
services are to be delivered in culturally appropriate ways that are easily accessible and affordable
(Ministry of Health, 2018c). A gap in culturally appropriate care has been identified within the
spiritual dimension, wairuatanga; the current Western health approach does not include this
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element in its practices (Ministry of Health, 2015). However, traditional Māori approaches to
health emphasise the connections between the mind, spirit, human, whānau, and the physical world
in a way that is authentic to te ao Māori. Prior to colonial influences in the health system, there
was no separation between these connections (Ratima, 2001, as cited in Ratima, 2010). When
Māori health models are integrated into the Western health system, Māori are able to strengthen
their identity and maintain control over the determinants of their own health, with positive
outcomes of increased health and autonomy (Ratima 2001, as cited in Ratima, 2010). In order to
better comprehensively understand how Māori health models can improve Māori health and wellbeing, three well-known and well-respected models are considered: Te Pae Mahutonga, Te Wheke
and Te Whare Tapa Whā.
2.3.1 Te Pae Mahutonga
Developed by Mason Durie, Te Pae Mahutonga “is well accepted and represents the first
comprehensive effort to articulate Māori health promotion” (Ratima, 2010, p. 8). Te Pae
Mahutonga is the Māori name for the Southern Cross constellation, and was traditionally a key
navigational aid for Māori when voyaging to Aotearoa (Durie, 1999). The model follows the
arrangement of the constellation, with four stars in the form of cross, and two stars pointing
towards the cross. As a health model, Te Pae Mahutonga covers a wide range of contextual
approaches to Māori health promotion, with an emphasis on creating environments that will enable
Māori to reach their goals of prevention and the provision of better approaches to treatment for
Māori so that they can flourish. This particular Māori health model demonstrates a list of
characteristics that define Māori health promotion.
The four central stars of Te Pae Mahutonga are a “symbolic map” (Durie, 1999, p. 3) that
bring together significant aspects of Māori health promotion (Ratima, 2010). Each star represents
a different concept:
● Mauriora represents cultural identity
● Waiora is the physical environment
● Toiora is promotion of healthy lifestyles to enhance the health and well-being of Māori
● Te Oranga is participation in society
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The two pointer stars represent Ngā Manukura (community leadership) and Te Mana
Whakahaere (autonomy) which are highly regarded in order to bring forth the development of
Māori health promotion.
2.3.2. Te Wheke
Developed by Rose Pere (1997), Te Wheke (the octopus) conceptualises whānau health.
The head of the octopus is te whānau (the family), and the eyes represent waiora (complete wellbeing for the individual and family). Each of the eight tentacles represent specific dimensions of
health. The tentacles are intertwined and represent the close relationships between all dimensions
of health (Pere, 1997): wairuatanga (spirituality), hinengaro (the mind), taha tinana (physical
well-being), whanaungatanga (extended family), mauri (life force in people and objects), mana
ake (unique identity of individuals and family), hā a koro mā, a kui mā (breath of life from
forebears), and whatumanawa (the open and healthy expression of emotion) (Ministry of Health,
2017).
2.3.3. Te Whare Tapa Whā
The third model for understanding Māori health is Mason Durie’s widely used ‘Te Whare
Tapa Whā’ (Durie, 1985). This model is made up of four equal sides of a wharenui and is
representative of a holistic, whole-person approach to health and well-being. The four sides of the
wharenui are:
● Taha tinana (physical health)
● Taha wairua (spiritual health)
● Taha whānau (family health)
● Taha hinengaro (mental health)
If any one of the four dimensions becomes impaired, the individual will experience a lack
of balance and potentially become unwell. In a traditional approach to Māori health, taha wairua
is equally important as all other dimensions for complete health, well-being, and prevention of
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illness (Ministry of Health, 2017). The importance placed on taha wairua is notable because it is
an aspect of health that is rarely considered in a Western approach.
Although all three Māori health models are highly relevant, Te Whare Tapa Whā is a
general foundational model that is present within Te Pae Mahutonga and Te Wheke
simultaneously; we therefore focus solely on Te Pae Mahutonga and Te Wheke throughout the
rest of the report.
2.4 Kaupapa Māori Approaches
We have utilised Kaupapa Māori approaches as the foundation to guide our research
practice. Kaupapa Māori research is research by Māori, for Māori, with Māori; grounded in Māori
worldviews and practices; and encompassing critical and scientific methodologies (Smith, 2015).
Kaupapa Māori research provides Māori intervention in response to the problems and risks
associated with negative outcomes in dominant (Western) research. Too often Māori have been
subjected to deficit research practices that seek solutions to problems that come from a Pākehā
worldview and perspective (Stevenson, 2018). A Kaupapa Māori approach to research directly
challenges dominant Western systems of knowledge. Principles of Kaupapa Māori research
include Tino Rangatiratanga, Taonga Tuku Iho, Ako Māori, Kia piki ake i ngā raruraru o te
kainga, Whānau, and Kaupapa (G. H. Smith, 1992). Utilising these principles to drive research,
Kaupapa Māori prioritises and legitimises Māori ways of knowing (G. H. Smith, 1990 as cited in
Smith, 2017), and attempts to mediate at systemic levels to enhance the quality of health and wellbeing for Māori and their whānau. A Kaupapa Māori approach upholds mana and aspires to support
transformative change alongside Māori communities (Stevenson, 2018).

3.0. Method
The following section outlines the evaluation processes and includes description of the
ethical processes, the way the evaluation was conducted using a Kaupapa Māori approach,
recruitment of wāhine, data collection, and the collation and analysis of the data.
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3.1. Ethical Statements
This research has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee (Health) at the
University of Waikato and conducted in accordance with the New Zealand Psychologists Board’s
Code of Ethics (2002) and the ANZEA Evaluator Competencies guidelines (2011). Because
cultural competence, sensitivity and safety are particularly relevant for this evaluation topic, the
New Zealand Psychologists Board’s Cultural Competencies Guidelines (2011) have been closely
adhered to.
Te Tiriti o Waitangi plays an important role in how evaluators conduct research in Aotearoa
(ANZEA, 2011). It is the founding document of Aotearoa, therefore, competent evaluators must
acknowledge the socio-political history of Te Tiriti relationships (ANZEA, 2011). As partners of
Te Tiriti, the researchers upheld its principles throughout the research process, especially in the
context of researcher-participant relations. This ensured the genuine participation and protection
of Māori perspectives and was an authentic manifestation of the principles of Te Tiriti. Selfdetermination and autonomy were particularly important principles to recognise due to power
imbalances inherent within research; the research team ensured that these principles were upheld
by controlling the epistemological understandings guiding the research and prioritising Māori
ways of being so that the ‘Māori voice’ would be the strongest voice (Kerr, 2012). Adhering to the
principle of partnership also emphasised the obligation for all parties to act reasonably,
honourably, and in good faith.
3.2. Kaupapa Māori Methodology
An important cultural process that the research team wanted to incorporate was the opening
and closing of interviews with karakia; this aided in the transition from the contemporary world
dominated by Western practices, into the Māori world (Wehipeihana & McKegg, 2018). It also
prepared us for the context in which we were working (Wehipeihana & McKegg, 2018) because
wāhine were often sharing sensitive and personal information. As a cultural consideration, we also
ensured that one Māori team member paired up with a Pākehā team member in all interviews. This
was so the Māori voice was prevalent in every aspect of the research, as well as providing support
for the Pākehā team members who, while eager to participate in the set cultural protocols, needed
assistance from Māori team members who had more experience due to their lived realities.
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Utilising Kaupapa Māori principles consciously throughout the research process also
reminded the research team that it was important to ensure that all wāhine maintained autonomy
over their own narratives. Transcribed interviews were thus returned to give wāhine the
opportunity to edit or withdraw their contributions if they chose, and to keep as a taonga.
A collaborative approach was undertaken with Sandy Morrison in her capacity as Patron
of the SYM Trust. She was a valuable asset to the research both from her personal involvement
with the campaign and as an established, well respected academic. Sandy Morrison helped with
the development of our research objectives, as well as the evaluation proposal that was developed
to guide the research. She was also instrumental in providing names and details of wāhine who
may be interested in participating in the research. Weekly meetings were held between two Māori
Hamilton-based team members and Sandy Morrison to ensure the collaborative process was
adhering to our Kaupapa Māori approach, and that our respective visions for the research were
being met. It was important for us to maintain a kanohi ki te kanohi relationship with Sandy
Morrison because our research team wanted to respect her personal connection to the research, as
well as develop and nurture a relationship of trust, reciprocity and respect.
3.3. Recruitment
Prospective interview participants and relevant personnel were approached by Sandy
Morrison, and a recruitment poster (see Appendix 5) was published on the SYM Facebook page.
Interested wāhine were invited to contact the evaluation team using an email address created solely
for the SYM evaluation. When the research team received an email expressing interest, a followup email was sent (see Appendix 6) containing an information sheet (see Appendix 4). There was
a high probability of an existing relationship between wāhine and SYM personnel or Trustees, so
the research team mitigated any risks of coercion by obtaining consent from individuals to
participate in the evaluation research. A consent form (see Appendix 3) was given on the day of
the interview to the wāhine outlining all relevant information about the evaluation, including the
purpose of the research and the expectations of the wāhine. Informed consent was then obtained
from each wāhine before the interview commenced. The research team also asked participants if
they consented to SYM Trustees contacting them in the future regarding further use of their data.
If participants agreed to further contact, they were asked to indicate this in the consent form. Due
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to the nature of the interviews and the intimate discussions of wāhine and their bodies, each wāhine
chose a pseudonym to protect their identity in the report.
3.4. Data Collection
Information for this evaluation was collected from four main sources:
1. Archival Material: We reviewed SYM programme documentation and records provided
by Sandy Morrison and Eruera Keepa. These gave us insight into the education and
outreach programme. The archival material was used when exploring the goals, aims and
practices of the SYM campaign to meet Objective 1 and 2.
2. Literature: We reviewed global Indigenous cervical cancer and smear rates, and research
on best practice, which has been presented in the Literature Review (section 2). The
Literature Review was used to meet Objective 2 by exploring Māori health models, cervical
cancer and smear rates, along with any best practice models from other Indigenous
populations worldwide.
3. Personal Communications: Sandy Morrison and Eruera Keepa provided significant detail
of the workings of the Trust, as well as insight into the campaign. This information helped
to meet Objectives 1 and 2.
4. Interviews with Wāhine who have engaged with the Smear Your Mea campaign: We
conducted semi-structured interviews with nine wāhine who had interacted with the SYM
campaign. The interviews were conversational in nature which allowed wāhine to control
their narratives and share their unique experiences. The interviews were based around the
evaluation objectives and contained overarching questions such as: “How did you hear
about Smear Your Mea?”; “Have you received a smear because of the Smear Your Mea
campaign?”; and “What were some of the things about Smear Your Mea that gave you a
positive smear experience?” All wāhine that were finalised for interviews had knowledge
of the SYM campaign and Talei Morrison’s story, and five wāhine had personal
connections to either Talei or Sandy Morrison. All wāhine had interactions with SYM
activities, and four undertook a smear at a SYM event. Due to the broad understandings
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that the wāhine had of the SYM campaign, we have analysed the interviews in relation to
all three objectives.
An interview guide was developed to accompany the overarching questions; it contained
key areas of discussion and prompts to elicit further information. This was valuable
because it allowed the interviewers to check that all relevant points to each of the objectives
were covered, and allowed a casual kōrero without the formality of a prescribed question
list (Appendix 2). Each of the nine interviews were led by two members of the evaluation
team, and interviews were conducted either in person or online via Zoom. One wāhine had
a support person present with her during her interview. Wāhine were also given the
transcript of their interview to review and make changes, with an advised time-limitation
of two weeks.
3.5. Collation and Analysis
Raw interview data was transcribed in full verbatim; data was cleaned by excluding
conversation fillers (i.e. ‘um’, ‘ah’, and unrelated introductory conversations). Apart from these
exclusions, the entire kōrero was used in the analysis, which ensured that the full narrative was
captured and no vital points were missed. Thematic analysis was used to analyse the transcribed
data in a systematic and thorough manner. This analytical process was chosen because it allowed
us to respect the narratives within the data and promoted validity of the results. The thematic
analysis process contained six phases (see Table 1). Initial transcription was done individually, but
coding and identifying themes was a collaborative effort; this was important because it ensured
that all researchers were familiar with the wāhine narratives and how they could align with our
objectives.
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Phases of Thematic Analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 87).

An initial programme logic model was developed, based on archival material and
information provided by Sandy Morrison and Eruera Keepa. Following the analysis of the wāhine
interviews, this initial logic model was further developed and used to identify:
● The aims of the SYM campaign.
● The resources, strategies and activities of the SYM campaign.
● The expected outputs and outcomes of the SYM campaign.
These components were portrayed in diagrammatic form, which gave a visual representation of
the different facets of the SYM campaign, and their interrelated and dynamic nature. This
representation was helpful in identifying if and how the components of SYM work together to
achieve its goals. The final version of the programme logic model is presented in section 6.
3.6. Introduction to Findings and Discussion
In the following sections, we present and discuss the findings relevant to our three
objectives. These include: understanding what is valued in the SYM campaign and what could be
further refined and developed; and analysing SYM practices in relation to Māori health models.
The final objective explores whether the experiences of wāhine align with the aims and expected
practices of the SYM campaign.
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4.0. Valued Elements of the Smear Your Mea Campaign
The findings presented in this section are related to Objective 1. We sought to understand
what was valued in the SYM campaign, and any areas that could be further refined or developed.
Themes from our findings include the role Talei’s legacy plays in the SYM campaign, and the
Māori cultural values that are apparent to wāhine. Other themes include the education and
awareness provided by the various activities of the SYM campaign; the role of social media in
disseminating this information; and the personal involvement of those who hold volunteer and
advocacy roles for SYM.
4.1. Legacy of Talei and Her Experience
The main driver behind the SYM kaupapa was Talei Morrison’s first-hand negative smear
experience, and the navigation of her cervical cancer journey. As previously discussed, this story
and legacy is embedded in the SYM campaign. Wāhine described Talei’s experiences as being
relatable to many Māori wāhine and whānau, and her legacy provides emotional motivation to
support the kaupapa.
But Talei’s legacy reaches beyond her cancer diagnosis, with wāhine describing her as a
“fierce, mana wahine” off and on the kapa haka stage. Huturangi recognised the value of Talei’s
legacy on the kapa haka stage:
The legacy that she’s left apart from Smear Your Mea is something. Her style of
performance and her integrity in training and everything she brought to the stage is also
part of the legacy... She’s always inspired and she’ll continue to inspire from the other side
now.
Aroha and Mauri remembered the power and impact Talei and her message had on others:
We miss her ferociousness, we miss her, especially within our kapa haka circle, we miss
her being, you know, that fierce mana wahine that she always portrayed, particularly to
our younger ladies coming through about the importance of being a strong Māori woman.
About being able to speak your voice and about being pono to yourself - Aroha
I think that video [a video of Talei and the SYM kaupapa was shared on Mauri’s whānau
Facebook group page] was so powerful and the message within it was key because they
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realised it hit hard, that's what it did. Even though they didn't know who Talei was, … so
when they saw that and realised wow she died from this, that could be me, you know I need
to be more active and more concerned. - Mauri
Many of the wāhine interviewed recognised Talei’s bravery in sharing her story, and saw
the improvement of Māori health as a ‘dual responsibility’ for both individuals and whānau,
alongside the responsibility of the New Zealand health system. This was the key factor that inspired
Mauri to raise awareness within her own networks, applying the SYM kaupapa to make sure smear
rates are 100% within the wāhine of her whānau. Talei’s story also empowered the wāhine in
Mauri’s whānau to ensure they followed up if they received news of abnormal cells on their
smears. While there was still an element of fear surrounding the procedures when dealing with
abnormal cells, Talei’s story is motivation enough for wāhine to recognise that abnormal cells can
be dealt with effectively, while ignoring symptoms or delaying treatment can have serious
consequences.
4.2. Connections
Those who knew Talei are valuable in advocating for the kaupapa, organising events and
helping to run the SYM Trust. Talei and her own whānau are influential in their own right; the
Morrison whānau are well known in Māoridom, and so “it’s not necessarily what you know, but it
can often be who you know”. Aroha talked of the “amazing mahi” Eruera has been doing in
continuing his sister’s legacy:
I think he's done fantastic and I think yeah, keep on keeping on. He tāne, he wāhine, I’m
not too fussed who leads that journey, and I know it’s something really dear to Eru’s heart.
His sister was his number one fan, you know she was, she was his biggest critic and his
biggest fan. She always would talk to us about how proud she was of, about her brothers
and how they turned into amazing young men. So, I think that you know, having Eru there
steering this waka is just beautiful to see and I know his sister would be so proud of him.
Having other prominent Māori figures such as Makau Ariki Te Atawhai10, Te Ururoa Flavell and
Temuera Morrison11 to advocate and promote SYM is invaluable when trying to spread the
10

Wife of the reigning Māori King Tūheitia Potatau Te Wherowhero VII
Temuera Morrison is the brother of Sandy and an uncle to Talei. He is also a well-known Māori actor in Aotearoa
and Hollywood.
11
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campaign to the whole of Aotearoa. As Aaria said, “I think just the prominence of her family has
been huge in terms of getting the conversation out there, the people that have gotten behind it. You
know like Te Ururoa, just Sandy herself”. These Māori advocates also help to raise awareness and
educate by using their prominence, knowing that their influence is key. This was reinforced with
Aroha’s kōrero: “it was awesome to have more well-known, I suppose within the wider community,
talk about the kaupapa. You know you had Maisey Rika, obviously Ria Hall, you had all of those
women, and men, coming through to kōrero”. Talei’s story also touches many people who are
willing to advocate on her behalf and on behalf of SYM, even those who did not know her very
well, such as one of our wāhine participants, Aaria. Finally, a personal connection with Sandy
Morrison showed another wāhine participant, Teri, what whānau experience when a loved one is
diagnosed with cervical cancer; seeing this emotional journey up-close reiterated the preventable
nature of cervical cancer and has served as a motivating factor to be up to date with screening.
SYM advocates and personnel provide strong and valuable practical and emotional
support; wāhine described the dedication of SYM personnel in spreading awareness of the
campaign both in real life and online. One advocate who was referred to in multiple wāhine
interviews physically held the hand of a wāhine when she went for a smear, and this advocate, who
worked with Talei, has made it a personal mission to keep the kaupapa active in their workplace.
Talei's journey with cancer and her passing is still painful and raw for her close friends;
one of our wāhine participants (Mauri) explained that she finds it painful to engage in the SYM
campaign directly because she is reminded of the immeasurable loss of her friend. However, her
love for Talei instilled a sense of responsibility to help the kaupapa, knowing that Talei’s
experience is a reality for many Māori. Mauri’s personal health project was born from this desire
to help the kaupapa, and ensure that Talei’s story can lead to awareness and change, beginning
with her own whānau.
4.3. Environment
Wāhine described the environment at various SYM events as warm, welcoming and
respectful; something that is often lacking in Western health services, this is evidenced in section
6.4. of the report. The SYM personnel who run these events are a key component of this positive
environment because they themselves are Māori wāhine.
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An example of this was at Te Matatini 2019, where Awa explained she “saw all of these
beautiful Māori faces [laughs], all these faces there that I was comfortable with”. The nurse
providing the smear for Awa made her:
Feel comfortable and talking about it, and what’s going to happen, and she was even with
me in the room that’s why I probably remember her so, yeah having that support with me
I guess... it was not uncomfortable at all.
Because it was such a positive and empowering environment, Awa felt as if she could do it again;
she felt more comfortable and less whakamā. Huturangi had a similar reflection, explaining that:
With the Smear Your Mea nurses is that that barrier comes down a lot faster. They almost
trust because it’s a wāhine, Māori, that is caring for a wāhine Māori, that has a genuine
care about the procedure about the importance of it and how it’s there to protect you and
your whānau, to help look after you.
Millie described it as a normal thing to do: “you go to haka, you go get your smear. It was cool,
you know?”.
The experience Kahu had was also similar; the SYM event she attended was held at an
accessible and culturally safe location, and she went with a group of friends through an organised
event. Kahu talked about the atmosphere of the day being ‘calming’, ‘genuine’ and ‘positive’, with
good support from the SYM healthcare providers, and the atmosphere was fun with friends there
to support each other. She highlighted the importance of this by contrasting her experience of
having a smear in a Western setting-:
Just that whole process like it was uncomfortable, the doctors full on just staring at you
and it’s just like ohhh this doesn't feel right. I don’t know what it was, like, I don’t know
what about it that didn’t feel right but something wasn’t sitting right with me. And so I was
just like oh I don’t want to be here, this makes me feel yuck. I just got outside and don’t
know what it was but just felt really overwhelmed by the process I think, and so yeah just
sat there had a quick cry.
Kahu explained that she felt that aftercare was an equally important part of the environment created
by SYM personnel because it made the wāhine feel valued, and reinforced a positive ‘vibe’. Kahu
noted that kai was provided, and that she received a koha pack with goods such as a candle and a:
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Little glass vial with rau from a certain tree, I can’t remember what it was but it was just
a reminder for your next smear… I think it’s when the leaves start changing colour or
going brown, that’s when you need to come back.
She also appreciated the follow up call that she received from the nurse who performed the smear
tests for her and her group of friends, reiterating the idea that positive interactions create a positive
environment:
Like honestly the whole process... [the nurse] ringing to give us our results. That probably
made everything all good. Cause she was ringing us all around the same time and in my
household we had two of us that went for smears.
During Marie’s experience with SYM, she valued the feeling of the space and described it
as safe and empowering. She felt a sense of belonging as a Māori wāhine and appreciated the
cultural considerations such as having a karakia before her smear. The environment was not
awkward and did not create a feeling of whakamā; Marie felt as if she could openly wānanga about
anything. She described a room filled with aroha-:
I didn't feel like I had just walked into something that's like a tapu, taboo, subject, it was
just a bunch of women getting together, having some yarns and talking about our health
and what that might look like, and what smears are and things like that. So it wasn't a, no
uncomfortable feelings or anything like that.
In her experience, “I could not have imagined a better environment, a safer environment, an
empowering environment, to have gone and had such an intimate test done”.
4.4. Cultural Ways of Being
Many, if not all, of the wāhine noted explicitly or alluded to the intrinsic cultural values of
the SYM campaign. These values were identified as huge enablers in their positive interactions
with the campaign and were often framed against negative experiences within the Western health
system. This by Māori, for Māori approach encapsulates the whānau and wider collective
foundation of the campaign, and the framing of Māori values as the norm, rather than the
exception.
At its core, SYM is whānau focused, as Huturangi encapsulated in this quote:
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Smear Your Mea is intergenerational. This campaign it’s not just about Huturangi the
Mum, the Grandmother. It’s about me and my sisters and my mum and my nieces and my
husband and my sons taking care of their wāhine.
This aspect was truly valued by the wāhine, shifting the focus from an individual concerned about
their health, to a whānau commitment to protecting whakapapa and caring for te whare tangata,
“our daughters are our future, our granddaughters are our future… put yourself and your whānau
first, put your whakapapa first and have your smears''. Huturangi added:
It was really good that they involved our husbands and our sons and our nephews and it
really was a whānau kaupapa and they removed the tapu of the whare tangata in terms of
just to take care, to take care of it.
The fact that SYM personnel normalise whānau and friends receiving smears together serves as
an enabling factor for wāhine to utilise SYM smear services. From a te ao Māori view, it is natural
to encourage a collective approach to health prevention. Huturangi commented on the value of
collective empowerment:
Seeing little whānau go in, or someone going in with their best mate, or people going in
with someone who didn't have a best mate or whānau there then, that was really valuable.
And precious moments really.
In alignment with that statement, Marie recounted moments of wāhine empowering wāhine:
It was cool going with a group of women…. it was a very empowering experience, because
we all went in one after the other and we’d just cheer each other on. As soon as one walked
in the door we’re all just like ‘yeah!’... then as soon as you walk out, they all cheered for
each other.
4.5. Education and Awareness
Education and information received from the SYM campaign was seen to cater to the needs
of wāhine Māori by being “transparent, clear, [and] easy to connect with”. One wāhine talked
about the often token nature of using Māori faces in other campaigns, with no other cultural
meaning due to the lack of wairua and narrative behind the act. The importance of education
backed up by personal stories was apparent in our kōrero with Mauri, who explained:
“I think for me, it's different because I knew Talei personally and I witnessed her journey
and so that hit me right here [points to heart]. And so I could communicate that emotion to
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my whānau which has been quite powerful. Whereas if someone out there who has no idea
who Talei is, OK what's this SYM about, oh yep it's saying cervical smears, so narrative is
important I think”
When asked whether Huturangi believed the information available from the Ministry of Health or
District Health Boards resonates with wāhine, she explained: “nah it doesn't at the moment, it
doesn’t. I think that for wāhine Māori having Māori faces leading the campaigns, people, you
know, like some of the champions that have associated with this [SYM] campaign would be good”.
Many wāhine reflected this view that having influential, Māori champions amplifying smear
campaigns with personal narratives is key to ensure that the information resonates with wāhine.
Many of the wāhine described how attitudes towards cervical screening shifted after
receiving information from SYM personnel, or explained how awareness was raised during
interactions. Aroha explained that before SYM:
I suppose I was quite flippant about it [getting smears], like I didn’t, oh it’s only a smear,
that was my mentality, like oh it’s only a smear ... because of that information that our girl
[Talei] gave around the symptoms, and family history, you wouldn't research that, like you
would just think ‘oh it’s an abnormal smear, oh it’s alright.’ But I think the severity and
the understanding now, because we know it’s in our family line now, that hey we gotta take
this a lot more seriously than what we probably would have in the past.
Awa echoed a similar sentiment, that the campaign offered her the information she needed to make
that change: “I was overdue for five years before I got it done, until the Smear Your Mea
campaign… I didn’t even know… I had no information about it before that.”
The wāhine spoke about the importance of education about smears and alluded to the
concept of tino rangatiratanga being shared through SYM education when discussing cervical
cancer being a preventable disease:
Knowing your body and knowing if something’s not right and not being afraid to take that
step to do something about it, go see your doctor and I think that was probably the biggest
part about that campaign... was the way Sandy was talking about that to some of the
women.
Another comment touched on the encouragement that awareness brings, as promoted by the SYM
campaign: “it’s like this is life, this is us, this is my tinana, this is my whare tangata, I’ll look after
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it the way I want to”. This concept of tino rangatiratanga was displayed through the empowerment
given to wāhine during the smear test procedure; every step of the process was explained and
questions were welcomed. An example of this was Teri’s experience at a SYM clinic. The nurse
“explained everything, asked all these questions upfront and they were real pertinent questions…
she described what she was going to do and… when she did the smear she said ‘this is going to
happen’”. Similarly, Kahu recounted her experience at the SYM clinic: “[the nurse] spoke us
through every step so we were confident and prepared. I think that was the main thing was making
sure we were prepared”. Nurse encouragement was a common theme amongst the wāhine who
received smears at SYM events.
In conjunction with the information and encouragement provided, wāhine commented on
the awareness and holistic approach that the SYM campaign brought to the cervical smear process.
This abolished the taboo on the subject and normalised it, whilst still maintaining and upholding
tapu associated with it. Huturangi described the impact SYM has had within her kapa haka
community:
The big changes I’ve seen is kua hikina te tapu e hāngai pū ana ki te whare tangata. It’s
not to say that it’s not tapu- it still is, but it means that the care of it, if it means that it needs
to involve a wider part of your whānau or community then that’s good.
This concept was identified as an enabler for wāhine at campaign events, Millie explained that
“...it wasn’t tapu or anything like that… it was just such a thing that’s normal to do. You go to
haka, you go get your smear”.
4.6. Effectiveness of Social Media
Social media is an effective, modern tool in health promotion as it removes physical
barriers that hinder traditional healthcare (Stellefson et al., 2020). It also allows for greater sharing
of information through specifically curated content (Stellefson et al., 2020). The SYM Facebook
page is a useful tool for outreach, giving Facebook users the ability to share information regarding
smears and the activities of SYM to their wider social media networks. One wāhine explained that
she “boost[s] their posts around different things and get them into the different groups that I’m
part of.”
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Especially valued are the regular updates on the SYM Facebook page, which provides a
variety of content such as personal stories, interviews, pictures and upcoming events, and gives
whānau a variety of engaging material to share with their networks:
When we have our Smear Your Mea days and we see it on Facebook, I always tag my
whānau in it, just to remind them, I know they’ve gotten it done but still, we have to share
it with everyone else.
One wāhine explained that the videos of Talei that SYM personnel share on Facebook are a
powerful enabler for the campaign, as they serve to deliver Talei’s message even in her absence.
They are also a stark reminder of how cervical cancer can affect even the most intelligent and
healthy, and how important it is to get regular cervical smear tests.
One wāhine mentioned the power of Talei’s blog, where she shared information about her
personal experience with treatment. Aroha explained that Talei shared on her blog “how scared
she was, and how unfamiliar the environment was, and how sterile it all is” which helped Aroha
to prepare for “whatever comes our way” for her own experiences. Aroha also explained that the
blog was an act of reciprocity, as Talei encouraged other wāhine to “continue to awhi her legacy...
for her babies and her mokopuna, make sure we continue to share the stories and the teachings
she taught us”. It also serves to inspire people to “get behind her kaupapa”.
4.7. What Could Be Refined and Developed in the Smear Your Mea Campaign?
Many of the wāhine we interviewed had limited recommendations for improvements
within the SYM campaign, and mostly reiterated their positive experiences at SYM events. Any
further refinements were suggested as ways to improve elements of the campaign or extend
outreach.
Some wāhine expressed a desire for the education and awareness that SYM provides to be
further developed with specific outreach for the older and younger generations. Huturangi shared
a startling insight about her early sexual education:
At school you learn about all of the reproductive system and all of that. You're at [a] cringy
kinda age where everything is, you’re whakamā about everything including how your
body’s changing right then, and so until you actually, for me, until I was actually hapū I
didn't even know I had a cervix.
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Wāhine also made comments about the eagerness of younger generations to participate and
learn about the SYM kaupapa, as elaborated in this quote from Aaria who manages a high school
netball team:
So we all got, they got the [SYM] t-shirts for all of the girls, and so after every game they
would get the other team to come and we’d kind of do a SYM photo or a little video or
something and it’s not just for the older girls you know it’s going into the younger year
groups.
Kahu also expressed the potential to foster awareness from a younger age to see health benefits
later on:
I think it would be wise to engage the university age lot… if you start early then you’ll be
able to maintain it. Well especially for long term effects. Because then by the time we get
to like our Mum’s ages then we will be comfortable to have those conversations with like
our kids and then their grandkids or whatever.
Huturangi expressed a similar sentiment but for the older generation, who need a bit more āwhina,
“our older members [kaihaka], say that were maybe 50 plus, they weren’t doing anything regular.
The older ones lived under a tapu, they don’t want people to touch their bodies or anything like
that, even the ones that had had tamariki”. Some wāhine also noticed that their kuia preferred the
sterile environment and ‘expertise’ of a doctor’s office; Millie explained that her kuia is part of the
generation where “having a procedure like that done outside of a GP setting is just too foreign”,
emphasising the need of more support for this demographic.
Another suggestion on expanding the campaign was that there is a potential space for more
education and involvement of rangatahi boys, particularly on the importance of receiving HPV
vaccinations. Millie shared her perspective on this topic:
My son’s had both of his [HPV vaccines] already, cause he’s 12, so he’s had his second
one just in the last couple of months I think. Yup, so he’s definitely had his. So we talked
about all of that and why it’s important for him to, cause he’s part of the decision making
around vaccines as well, he’s part of the approval process… He’s like ‘so if I get this
injection, it means I could possibly stop somebody else getting this’, and I said ‘yeah’ and
he goes, ‘so one injection, I could stop someone going through heaps of pain and stuff’ and
I said, ‘yeah’. He was like ‘oh, why not!’ That was him, cause he knows about MMR
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[Measles, Mumps and Rubella vaccine], he knows about flu vaccines, you know, all of that
sort of stuff, so he’s like ‘yeah, why not?!’ To him it made sense.
It is interesting to note that these wāhine suggestions included a more diverse range of people than
the NCSP target population of 25–69. Expanded recommendations are further explained in section
8 of the report.

5.0. The Practices of Smear Your Mea in Relation to Māori Health Models
Findings related to Evaluation Objective 2 are presented in this section. We set out the
ways in which the experiences of wāhine who participated in the SYM campaign aligned to the
Māori health models Te Pae Mahutonga (TPM), and Te Wheke. The principles of these models,
introduced in sections 2.2.1–2.2.3, are further discussed and explained in terms of how they are
evident in the SYM campaign as revealed in the wāhine interviews.
5.1. Te Pae Mahutonga
Māori health promotion plays an important role in facilitating and promoting healthy
lifestyles (Ministry of Health, 2017). TPM emphasises equitable Māori access to society’s goods
and services and, as a result, fair opportunities for Māori participation in New Zealand society
(Ratima, 2010).
Currently, Eruera Keepa and the SYM Trustees are working to further develop in the policy
space and are developing the campaign from the ground up, eager to spread their kaupapa out to
the communities of Aotearoa by emphasising the importance of regular cervical screening. Aroha
explained that Eruera has been utilising the campaign as a platform to initiate policy conversations
with key health providers. Expanding the SYM kaupapa to include whānau leads to wider
conversations about other health concerns. This was evident from our kōrero with Mauri who
explained:
Even though it was such a small thing with Smear Your Mea, it's turned out to be a huge
thing because now we've got prostate cancer we're looking at, you know, good nutrition,
eating well as a whānau. And so if you can imagine there's almost 500 of us and trying to
manage that, but the key is getting our aunties and uncles to lead that because they have
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more control of their line than we would over all the lines. Yes so Smear Your Mea has
definitely helped us with the bigger health plan for our whānau.
The TPM model requires that Māori have equal and equitable access to health services, and since
Talei’s passing, SYM Trustees continue to highlight the inadequacies within the Western health
system:
I've watched or maybe read something that Eru, Talei's brother wrote, I can't remember
which forum now, saying he doesn't understand why Government hasn't acknowledged or
support this kaupapa as they should, knowing that a lot of Māori women, you know, suffer
from this. - Mauri
SYM personnel are continuing their mahi to implement changes that aim to improve
experiences for wāhine. These efforts are evident in the submission that was made by the SYM
Charitable Trust to the Māori Affairs Select Committee on the Enquiry into Health Inequities for
Māori. The following recommendations were included in the submission (Smear Your Mea
Charitable Trust, 2019, p. 5):
●

That a cultural competency framework for all those who work in the primary sector
must be introduced.

●

That all those who work in the health primary sector must have some
accountabilities that assess the way that they work with Māori.

●

That a Treaty of Waitangi audit be put in place for the primary health sector.

●

That initiatives for health promotion for Māori be resourced adequately and that
funding for community groups who have targeted campaigns be considered.

Linking to the TPM model of health promotion, these recommendations align with the concept of
Ngā Manukura, supporting health promotion undertaken within communities. Also emphasised is
the concept of Mauriora, which recognises the importance of cultural identity within the space of
health promotion.
Initially, kapa haka was the vehicle through which SYM personnel promoted Māori health,
reaching kaihaka and encouraging wāhine to keep up to date with their cervical screenings. Millie’s
comments revealed how a culturally safe space for cervical screening was created, even in an
unlikely location such as kapa haka regionals:
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It seemed very professional considering it’s a clinical procedure, and we were at
Claudelands showgrounds at a haka festival and… there were no qualms about it. I was
up to date, so I couldn’t go and have one, but no one else seemed to have any issues with
it or you know, it wasn’t tapu or anything like that. It was really cool to see, it was just
such a thing that’s normal to do. You go to haka, you go get your smear. It was cool, you
know?!
Huturangi described a wānanga held within the kapa haka community in Tāmaki Mākaurau,
promoting the importance of cervical smears through the SYM campaign. She explained how the
responsibility then shifted to the kapa haka roopu present to tautoko their kaihaka: “now it's out
there, now you need to be the champion… in your kapa haka for that, you go and support them”.
SYM personnel also promoted their kaupapa at the Tainui games held at the Hopuhopu sports
grounds in the Waikato region, where Māori compete in sporting activities against other marae to
support the hauora of health and well-being. Millie was very impressed with the SYM set up:
This time around they used a campervan which was really cool and they had it all set up
and again no one seemed embarrassed or anything to go and have a kōrero to them. I love
the teal, it’s beautiful, you know, it’s different, it’s catching, and the kaimahi were just
really really engaging.
Aaria explained that the kaupapa is also promoted by Talei’s colleagues at her former workplace,
the Ministry of Education:
I think it’s definitely carried by Māori members of the Ministry especially in our office. But
in the team that Talei was in, it wasn’t just Māori members and so the other people in that
team, and across the ministry, in the Waikato, it’s kind of spread a little bit more because
we’re just a really small number in our office and so whilst we carried it, it does kind of
disseminate to everybody.
Supplementary ways to promote the SYM kaupapa have been through merchandise, Māori
Television, and by way of setting up their own SYM campaign activities, such as the Ride4Talei
event, the Smear Your Mea Hamilton Lake hikoi, and the Smear Your Mea bootcamp sessions.
Aroha explained that SYM personnel’s continual efforts to bring the elements of Māori
health to people is not exclusive to Māori. She felt that Talei’s vision would have been to spread
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this kaupapa into wider Pacific Island communities, with an emphasis on manaakitanga. This was
particularly pertinent because Aroha shared that Talei also had family links to the Cook Islands as
her tamariki are part Cook Islander. Aroha also shared her Pacific Island connectedness and the
relevance she felt the SYM campaign could have for her Pasifika family: “I’m wanting to continue
the messaging on with my own, in my Pacific Island family. I have a lot of aunties and that as well
and Kuia from Niue who live in Auckland”.
The three elements of TPM Māori health promotion, along with concepts of waiora and te
oranga are strongly reflected in Talei’s legacy. Many wāhine described Talei’s legacy as
encouraging and strengthening, and explained that they felt Talei has provided them the tools they
need to deal with various issues within Western health practices. The SYM campaign encompasses
many elements of TPM through promoting its kaupapa to communities across Aotearoa as a
culturally relevant alternative to the Western health system.
5.2. Te Wheke
5.2.1. Wairuatanga — Spirituality
Wairuatanga is a spiritual dimension that is fundamental to all aspects of Māori culture
(Kopua, 2014). Wairuatanga strongly correlates to whakapapa as Māori have innate spiritual,
physical and emotional connections with the land and other physical elements, which connect
Māori to tūpuna (Love, 2004). Maintaining a healthy wairuatanga is one of the most crucial
dimensions of te ao Māori. As a result of colonisation, wairuatanga has been devalued and
overlooked by the Western health system in Aotearoa (Love, 2004). Wairuatanga is inherent in
Talei’s legacy and her goal to raise awareness through the SYM campaign.
Despite Talei’s passing, her wairua is still deeply entrenched in SYM and continues
through her legacy; Talei’s wairua continues to be honoured in the mahi of SYM personnel. It also
brings whānau closer together through aroha in practical ways, through obligation, and devotion
to their kaupapa; attributes that augment hope, meaningfulness to life, and the strengthening of
relationships with whānau (Love, 2004). The following narratives describe Talei’s wairua as a
beautiful wāhine who was selfless, but also very fierce and determined:
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She was very ‘don't worry about me, you do you, I'm gonna be ok’ you know? Regardless
she was always, that was always her aura that she carried with her…
You would have never have thought, she was so fit, she was healthy you know? She was ā
wairua, ā hinengaro, ā tinana. Everything was aligned for her. And it was her time, and
she was just, you could see, it was her time. She transitioned into this amazing leader for
our group. You would have never have thought, she was so fit, she was healthy you know?Aroha
5.2.2. Mana Ake — Unique Identity of Individuals and Family
Within the wāhine narratives, it was evident that SYM personnel acknowledged the
qualities of individual wāhine and provided unique, accessible and inclusive services. The nonhomogenised approach described within the narratives reflect the Mana Ake element of Te Wheke:
From the minute you walked in, you were greeted at the door by somebody, they talked to
you, they asked you different questions, you know you have the opportunity for a
mammogram at the same time, they talked you through some different things, they offered
you a seat, would you like a coffee, would you like a tea, it was just, it was like you were
coming to a restaurant, you were being treated like a customer rather than a patient, does
that make sense? - Millie
5.2.3. Mauri — Life Force in People & Whatumanawa — the Open and Healthy
Expression of Emotion
The mauri of Talei is the driving force behind the SYM campaign and the continuation of
their mahi. Wāhine expressed how the SYM campaign and Talei’s mauri have given them
sustenance, and described the campaign as a source of education, strength, and guidance. Talei
stressed the importance of being a strong wāhine to younger wāhine Māori and kōtiro; Aroha
shared how she witnessed Talei evolve into a wahine toa that was never afraid to stand her ground:
“[We] watch[ed] her evolve into a powerhouse that she became… You did not try and argue with
Talei. She had balls of steel that girl, she would take anybody on”. This is the ongoing lifeforce of
Talei.
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According to Love (2004), whatumanawa denotes that the full expression of emotion is
healthy, which closely correlates to taha hinengaro from Durie’s Te Whare Tapa Whā model
(Durie, 1985). Aroha described Talei as having the ability to openly express herself and reveal her
emotions to others, which was greatly valued and understood as being healthy (Love, 2004): “We
definitely miss her guidance [in the group]”; “she always had this affinity of being able to portray
her emotions and her visions and so forth through her kapa haka art form”.
5.2.4. Whanaungatanga — Extended Family
Whanaungatanga is one of the core values of Te Wheke that closely aligns with the SYM
kaupapa. Whanaungatanga is reflected in the way the SYM kaupapa is promoted through kapa
haka, which is a physical way to express the emotion of people and situations (Love, 2004). As an
artform, kapa haka bonds people together, with performances that express stories and spread
messages through waiata and haka Through whakapapa, whanaungatanga and fundamental
connections across generations are fostered by SYM personnel; these bonds are central to the
development of Māori health and well-being strategies that allow Māori to flourish (Love, 2004).
5.2.5. Hā a Koro Mā, a Kuia Mā — Breath of Life from Forebears
Many of the wāhine that we interviewed expressed their appreciation for Talei’s legacy,
continuing Talei’s breath of life as sustenance for their own whānau. ‘Hā a koro mā, a kuia mā’ is
the breath of life and teachings passed down from forebears that act as a guide to maintain health
and well-being. This is a sign of virtue and respect not only to themselves, but also honouring
tūpuna who have given them life (Moewaka Barnes, 2019). Wāhine described the continuation of
Talei’s breath of life through teachings, inherited values and expected roles within whānau, iwi
and hapū that can be passed down to younger generations (Love, 2004):
When you lose someone like that, and you actually start to see all the different people and
the places that she went to, and the people that she touched, the groups that she worked
with, her education you know, became quite a massive passion of hers. - Aroha
All we can do to continue to awhi her legacy is be there for her babies and for her
mokopuna, make sure we continue to share the stories and the teachings she taught us. But
also, getting behind her kaupapa, this was dear to her heart. This was a platform that she
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wanted to really get in there. And if it was just saving one life, then that meant a million
things to her. So, if we can help with that journey and continue in whatever way we can,
no matter how big or small, then yeah, we’re happy to just jump in and do our best. - Aroha

6.0. Alignment of Smear Your Mea Values and Practices with Wāhine Māori
Experience
The findings presented in this section are related to Objective 3. We explore and discuss
the way that the wāhine narratives align with the expected values and practices of the SYM
campaign. An unexpected yet important theme that was mentioned in every wāhine interview were
the negative experiences that accompanied cervical screening in the Western health system. To
give these experiences a ‘voice’, we have presented them as a stand-alone sub-section:
‘Implications of a Western Approach’.
As we further developed our understanding of SYM through the analysis of archival
material, we were able to conceptualise a programme logic model. A programme logic model is
useful for an evaluation such as this because it graphically illustrates a programme’s planned work,
and how the work then leads to the programme’s intended results or outcomes. Programme logic
models allow a clear understanding of “how programme resources are used to implement key
strategies and activities and how their implementation contributes to expected short and longerterm outcomes” (W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2001, as cited in Gale, Loux & Coburn, 2006, p. 5).
While reviewing the archival material we recognised the breadth of the existing material that the
SYM Trust have developed; we collated this material to create a codified logic model that enables
a visual overview of all facets of the campaign (see Figure 3). This includes inputs, outputs, and
outcomes, with an emphasis on how the underlying values of SYM carry across all activities. The
logic model also clearly depicts the distribution of resources and may provide scope for funding
opportunities and future growth; we feel that this will be beneficial for the development of SYM.
The following section will break down the logic model for further elaboration and discussion.
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Figure 3. The SYM Programme Logic Model
6.1. The Mission, Vision and Values of the SYM Campaign
As outlined previously, the outreach, policy development and advocacy undertaken by
SYM Trustees and personnel are all based on Talei Morrison’s founding vision of saving lives
from cervical cancer, one kapa at a time. This original mission has been formalised into a campaign
to raise awareness and promote advocacy and support through the detection, treatment and
prevention of cervical cancer for kaihaka, their families and communities (SYM Trust Deed,
2018). All aspects of the campaign are influenced by the values of Wāhine Mauri Tau, Wāhine
Mauri Tu, Wāhine Mauri Oho, and Wāhine Mauri Ora. We also recognised some holistic,
kaupapa Māori values that we felt underpinned the SYM campaign, with its holistic, whānau, and
community based approach: Whanaungatanga, Manaakitanga, and Whakapapa. The goal of
Objective 3 was to contrast these aims and values with the experiences that the wāhine expressed
in their interviews to see if and how they aligned.
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The vision encapsulated in a catch-phrase: ‘Saving lives from cervical cancer, one kapa at
a time’, is still a key focus area for SYM. Talei’s original goal for SYM was to utilise her kapa
haka platform to create awareness:
She always had this affinity of being able to portray her emotions and her visions and so
forth, through her kapa haka art form. And she used that, she understood the power that
she had with her kapa haka brand. - Aroha
In addition to attending the largest kapa haka event in Māoridom (Te Matatini), SYM has
attended 12 regional kapa haka competitions and has advocates within the kapa haka community.
Talei was a passionate kapa haka performer for Te Mātārae i Ōrehu, and her legacy is still wellrecognised and revered:
I watch kapa haka all the time, I love watching them with Te Mātārae, so that was another
push as well... I grew up watching them in kapa haka, so they were my idols really, so that
was another push for me, like ‘oh my gosh’. Cause that was the faces, and that’s how I
knew who they were. - Awa
Talei’s legacy lives on, on the stage and off the stage and it will for many many years. Huturangi
Awa described the SYM campaign’s presence at Matatini:
They had a good set up at Matatini I must say, and I think they got lots of people going
through… They had the nurse in there and another wāhine in there with me so she was just
telling me what the procedures were going to be and, you know, and I could hold her hand,
and I held her hand [laughing] when I did it, it just took my mind of it, and they had a nice
set up in there with all the Māori, all our paintings in the little room we had and all that
stuff.
The SYM campaign mission of raising awareness and promoting screening and treatment
was also evident in the wāhine narratives:
If it wasn't for Smear Your Mea... they could have ended up in the same position that Talei
found herself in. So this Smear Your Mea crusade and campaign have definitely supported
and is protecting our whakapapa for our wāhine. - Mauri
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I think it was… a part of my journey really, with cervical screening and all that stuff and
you know promoting it and letting our wāhine know that it's not painful or anything. - Awa
The SYM values of Wāhine Mauri Tau (women who are composed, serene and deliberate),
Wāhine Mauri Oho (women who have an energised inner sense), Wāhine Mauri Tu (women who
are influential and commanding), and Wāhine Mauri Ora (women who live with vitality) were also
seen repeatedly within the wāhine narratives. It was apparent that the SYM campaign inspires
wāhine to be deliberate, energised, and vital when it comes to making health decisions; there was
also evidence of wāhine working together to hold each other to account and take charge of their
health:
It’s all about whakapapa isn’t it! Without women there is no whakapapa. - Teri
Showing the tēina, or whoever comes to uni that’s new that this stuff’s cool! It is
cool to take charge of your own health. - Kahu
Having [the nurse] come in and I guess it was just her being genuine and yeah just positive
in her interactions with us, that’s what made things easier. - Kahu
Even to this day being out of Mana Wāhine I still promote it and I still tell whānau, my
whānau, especially the wāhine in my whānau to get it done because I have three of my
whānau who were about six or seven years out. - Awa
We miss her ferociousness, we miss her, especially within our kapa haka circle, we miss
her being, you know, that fierce mana wāhine that she always portrayed, particularly to
our younger ladies coming through about the importance of being a strong Māori woman.
About being able to speak your voice and about being pono to yourself, do more research,
making sure you knew what you were talking about, being calm, being direct, don’t hold
back, you know, if you’ve got something to say just say it. - Aroha
Mauri described the power of wāhine supporting each other to go to their cervical smear
appointments: “If there were some reluctant ones then my other aunties would take them, grab
their hand ‘come on sister’, ‘come on sister-in-law we're going’”. Another whānau member was
very apprehensive, and Mauri explained a strong wāhine whānau response: “One of my cousins,
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she had never had her mea smeared. And she was really scared, but her sisters, she has five sisters,
they scooped her up”.
Throughout our interviews with wāhine, it was clear that the mission, vision and values of
SYM are truly carried through the activities and wairua of SYM personnel; the authenticity of
Talei’s original vision has been refined and formalised, however the legacy and spirit of her
intention remains.
6.2. Archival Material & Programme Logic Model
Figure 3 (see section 6) presents the developed programme logic in the form of a model
which aims to set out key aspects of the SYM campaign and the interconnections within it. The
model reflects the multi-dimensional and relationship-oriented nature of the SYM campaign. At
the centre of the model, we have placed the vision, mission, aims and values of the SYM campaign.
We have portrayed the relationships between SYM Trustees, advocates and volunteers, which are
based on the generosity and kindness of those involved with the campaign. Along the base of the
model, underpinning every aspect of the SYM campaign, are the values of whanaungatanga,
manaakitanga and whakapapa. While attempting to capture the multi-dimensional and interactive
character of SYM, we have depicted the inputs, outputs and outcomes of the SYM campaign and
have attempted to provide a more nuanced depiction of SYM that reflects the personal experiences
of the wāhine as was described in the wāhine interviews. As we progress through analysing each
aspect of the SYM campaign as represented by our logic model, we will consider the feedback
from wāhine participants to examine whether their experiences align with the aims and
expectations of SYM.
In the programme logic model, we identified the ‘Inputs’ of the SYM campaign as the
resources that are invested into the campaign. These fell into internal, external and wairua
categories. ‘Outputs’ encompass participants and those impacted by the SYM campaign either
directly or indirectly, SYM campaign activities, and the direct products of these activities.
‘Outcomes’ were grouped into short, intermediate and long-term results of the SYM campaign.
Some of the key features of the archival data and the programme logic model include:
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6.2.1. Inputs - What is Invested into the Programme
Many resources from within the SYM Trust are invested into the outreach and education
campaigns; time, money and SYM personnel are all critical for effective planning and presence at
events. From a Kaupapa Māori perspective, the largest contributor to the campaign is wairua:
invoking the memory and legacy of Talei Morrison, and the aroha, dedication and reliability of the
advocates and trust members, many of whom are Morrison whānau or friends. External inputs also
play a role in ensuring collaboration opportunities and further reach, as well as resources and
financial assistance.
6.2.2. Outputs - Who is Reached by the Campaign, What are the Activities of Smear Your
Mea, and What is Created as a Result
Although cervical screening is the primary focal point of the campaign, the reach of SYM
could be described as ecological in nature, reaching beyond the micro-level of the individual to
encompass whānau and the wider community (Nelson & Prilleltensky, 2010). Initially, kapa haka
was the vehicle for reaching kaihaka; encouraging wāhine at kapa haka festivals such as Te
Matatini to check they were up to date with their cervical screening, and offering on-site smears if
needed. Huturangi described the important link between kapa haka and conveying the message of
SYM:
I suppose that’s another thing with hakas, and with a campaign like this, is that it’s very
raw and very real because they’re us, they’re just like us, just normal people that have
hakas as a passion and use kapa haka as a vehicle to keep those kind of messages across.
Awa also talked about the influence of the SYM campaign’s presence within kapa haka as
encouragement to get a smear: “I watch kapa haka all the time, I love watching them with Te
Mātārae, so that was another push as well you know”.
From origins within kapa haka, the focus of the SYM campaign has widened to include
wāhine in other settings and incorporate an annual Smear Your Mea Day to raise further awareness
with a social, fun atmosphere. As the campaign has progressed, its impact has evolved to include
whānau members; whether by increasing whānau conversations about personal health topics, or
increasing awareness of the importance of getting tests for a range of preventable health issues.
This reflects the goals of SYM and was talked about many times in our wāhine interviews. Many
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wāhine described a shift in the way their whānau members talked about cervical screening or other
health concerns. Kahu described not wanting to get a smear because she had heard about her
sisters’ negative experiences: “because of previous stories that I had heard from like, my older
sisters, cause I am the youngest, and my Aunties and that, they didn’t make it sound positive so I
was always like, ‘I'm not going’”. However, when Kahu attended a SYM event and had her first
smear she was able to share a new, positive smear experience with her whānau:
Well my whānau were, they were just like ‘Oh that’s good! Glad you had a good one’ and
then they were just thinking ‘Oh yeah nah cause when I went for my last one it wasn’t the
greatest’. And I was like ‘Oh cool, I mean stink for you [laughter], but cool that my
experience was cool. Loved it’!!
Aaria described the way conversations within her whānau have developed as a result of her
engagement with SYM:
It’s kind of opened up lots of different conversations, so, and it’s not just the women in my
family, it’s like with my son as well who’s kind of getting older and stuff and my brothers
and my nieces and stuff. Who you know, it’s just not something that we’ve ever talked about
before. And my Mum, you know, as she kind of gets older she’s kind of opened up a bit with
how she never liked getting that kind of stuff done either. But there was no one to talk about
it with too… But I think it’s just opened up those health, to do with lots of different things,
but it’s come from that conversation, you know. And that’s not something that’s scary
anymore, and it kind of brings you closer together in lots of ways so it’s been really
awesome.
Kahu and Marie discussed the way that their engagement with SYM created a platform for
discussions about women’s health with friends: “When it gets brought up, straight away like cause
there’s a few of us that are still here from the 2018 lot. So it's just ‘oh yeah remember that time
Smear Your Mea came’, ‘oh yeah that was mean’!!” - Kahu; “If sharing our story can help just
put awareness out there to others, to our friends who we consider whānau, there's power in that”
- Marie.
Mauri reflected on how the loss of Talei inspired her to change health outcomes in her
whānau and the way that, as a group, they began to protect whakapapa through cervical screening:
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After her tangihanga I thought ok so she was ‘one kapa at a time’ right that was her
crusade, and none of my whānau are in kapa haka, we love kapa haka but none of us are
in kapa haka at that level. And so I was thinking ok how can I support my whānau? And so
it was like ‘one whānau member at a time’. And we have, I have such a large whānau, like
many Māori whānau do, so I started with my grandparents and down. So there's close to
500 of us just from my grandparents…
And so as cousins we decided, I said well we can get a team out here and come to the
marae, come, you know let's figure it out. Do it as a whānau, let's get our aunties involved,
they can come and support you, your mum, whoever.
As SYM has become more mobile, going into the community to connect with wāhine in
different settings, social media has also increased its reach. Wāhine discussed the impact of a social
media presence and described sharing SYM Facebook posts to spread the message about outreach
events:
Especially when we have our you know the Smear Your Mea days and stuff like that and
we see it on Facebook, I always tag my whānau in it so yeah, [laughs] just to remind them,
I know they’ve gotten it done but still, we have to share it with everyone else. - Awa
Mauri described the wide-reaching impact of social media: “you know they're everywhere,
Facebook, Instagram aye, so it's a constant reminder… whether they stop and read or whether
they go to the events, it's still hitting here, subconsciously or consciously”.
SYM activities reflect the Trust’s desire to educate wāhine and provide a kaupapa Māori
cervical screening experience that empowers rather than violates. They are active at kapa haka and
other Māori cultural events, and have formed natural partnerships with other agencies such as
Breast Care Waikato and Mana Wāhine. SYM personnel and Trustees also aim to raise awareness
about health inequities between Māori and other women in Aotearoa, and address the culturally
damaging Western approaches that are at the root of these issues. A tangible example of this is the
submission that the SYM Charitable Trust made to the Māori Affairs Select Committee on the
Enquiry into Health Inequities for Māori; this was detailed earlier in the report (see section 5.1.).
This was also a recurring theme amongst our wāhine participants who, without exception, talked
about the feelings of violation, shame, embarrassment and pain when receiving a cervical smear
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at a Western health clinic. Millie described the way she felt violated during her experiences prior
to SYM:
They were never Māori that did it, they were always white middle aged men that did it, so,
it was a horrible experience my whole life, until I got my first Māori nurse, and I was like,
it was just a whole different ball game after that. It feels more empowering now, and less
like a chore, but prior to that [you] just kind of felt a little bit violated because there was
no care taken with your body.
The SYM campaign, Trustees and personnel also provide practical support and advocacy
for women who have received a cervical cancer diagnosis or are receiving treatment; they aim to
ensure all information and care resonates with the wāhine and her whānau in a culturally
appropriate manner. Aroha shared an emotional narrative about a whānau member who was
experiencing cervical cancer symptoms and undergoing further testing:
You know the only silver lining if we do go down this path is that we have the likes of Auntie
Sandy that we can call and say ‘look is this normal?’ My friend Eruera, same thing, ‘is this
the normal process, is this what you would normally go through, are we doing something
wrong?’ . So, I think for me, the silver lining is that we will have a lot of support… it’s
unfortunate that I feel that support probably wouldn’t come from within the health system,
it’s from these networks like SYM, that have created platforms that we can actually reach
into directly to have kōrero like this.
Aroha also described the overwhelming experience for family members when a loved one receives
a serious health diagnosis:
So it’s little things like that, that’s like real hard to sort of research through, when you’re
in an emotion, when you’re overwhelmed with something, and all you want to do is find
information, you get frustrated when you’re having to drill down so deep.
At the core of all SYM activities and outreach, whanaungatanga are key to the success of
the campaign, and these were mentioned countless times in the wāhine interviews. Aaria described
the impact of the ongoing legacy of Talei and the dedication of her whānau to continue the
campaign: “It just shows the power of people really. And that’s something that I believe in quite a
lot and I just have been really inspired by that”.
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The personnel who are involved in the SYM campaign are educated, passionate and
committed; the personal aroha and grief still felt by those who shared Talei’s personal battle with
cervical cancer was tangible in many interviews. Wāhine expressed a strong desire to remain
committed to Talei’s vision of the difference SYM could make. Aroha reflected on the huge loss
of “the fierce mana wāhine” Talei, and the way that the relationships Talei had built within her
community have influenced the continuation of her mahi:
You know any time we talk about our girl, you know, the sadness will never go away, you
know, that mamae will ease but it will never go away for us, but you know, all we can do
to is to continue to awhi her legacy, is be there for her babies and for her mokopuna, make
sure we continue to share the stories and the teachings she taught us. But also, getting
behind her kaupapa, this was dear to her heart. This was a platform that she wanted to
really get in there. And if it was just saving one life, then that meant a million things to her.
So, if we can help with that journey and continue in whatever way we can, no matter how
big or small, then yeah, we’re happy to just jump in and do our best.
Effective communication and education, delivered with a holistic, kaupapa Māori focus
has also been a key focus of SYM. This was recognised by wāhine as a noticeable point of
difference between a smear experience within the SYM campaign and a Western-based approach:
It’s been set up with that in mind so that our values are recognised and are observed…
when women have the smears done, all those values are being observed and understood
and we are being respected for having those values, I think that’s the biggest difference I
saw that day just from sitting there with my friend, you know it was just for this nurse it
was a normal way to do things. - Teri
They had the nurse in there and another wāhine in there with me so she was just telling me
what the procedures were going to be and, you know, and I could hold her hand, and I held
her hand [laughing] when I did it, it just took my mind of it, and they had a nice set up in
there with all the Māori, all our paintings in the little room we had and all that stuff. - Awa
To enhance the kaupapa of Māori based communication and education, the SYM Trust has
also been involved in producing resources to impart information in a culturally-sensitive way
(SYM Strategic Plan, 2018/19). Teri described accessing some information at a SYM event:
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There was a lot more information than what I have ever had before, so I guess for me that
was really good for me to be a part of that so I could access that… We had the pamphlets
and that was good. Yeah, I think just that kind of being able to access that information
when you’re, oh for Māori wāhine, it’s easy… when it’s at a, you know, set out like that
and you can just grab it without - you know if some are whakamā, at least they can just
grab the information and move on with it, they don’t have to ask questions. At least they’ve
got the info there to read later.
6.3. Outcomes
Our programme logic model presents three levels of outcome: short, medium and longterm. All three represent the desired outcomes of the SYM campaign and the results of education
and outreach; it should be noted that outcomes do not necessarily fall in sequential order, there
may be some overlap. Short-term outcomes include wāhine interest and engagement in the
campaign, with increased awareness of the critical and preventable nature of cervical cancer. This
was demonstrated in Teri’s kōrero when she talked about the information she got from SYM:
I do remember how… it talked about how you know getting your smears, that cervical
cancer is a preventable disease, or preventable... and so it was pretty good about outlining,
or talking about those steps to keep yourself well and to keep yourself safe just by getting
the smears.
When Kahu engaged with the campaign, seeing a video of Talei’s story and learning about
the preventable nature of cervical cancer motivated her to get her smear:
We had a little discussion after she played the video and I was like nah you know like I
would hate to be in the same predicament as that, like if one of you were to go because we
didn’t balls up and do the check, like I would be heartbroken, like we could of tried to
prevent something but we didn’t, just because we were scared, so what’s the point in being
scared?
Medium-term outcomes of the SYM campaign include wāhine taking control of their
cervical health and fostering a sense of empowerment that is taken into wider whānau contexts and
conversations:
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It just made me feel like I can do it again, you know, and just let our wāhine know; I felt
more comfortable there and not so scared and whakamā - Awa
It was just this real safe space for us to come together and empower each other around a
kaupapa that has been so tapu I guess for people to talk about and it shouldn't be. Our
health is our motherf*cking wealth! - Marie
Another medium-term outcome is increased smear compliance in wāhine Māori, with
associated early detection of cervical abnormalities. Marie described what happened when her
smear detected abnormalities: “My first smear came back with low abnormalities- and that whole
process was explained with Smear Your Mea, which is why I already knew going into my second
smear what that meant”.
Medium-term outcomes for the SYM campaign include increased recognition and
acceptance in Aotearoa for their holistic, Kaupapa Māori approach to cervical cancer awareness.
The impact of SYM is indeed being felt; the campaign was awarded the ‘Hiwa i te Rangi Award
for the Community’ at the Matariki awards in 2019.
The long-term outcomes of SYM are continually evolving, but their ultimate goal is to
bring about policy change and official recognition of the importance of specific, holistic, Kaupapa
Māori cervical screening and treatment for wāhine Māori. The protection of whakapapa is also a
desired long-term outcome that is already being recognised by wāhine; by taking care of their
health, they are also taking care of their whakapapa:
So this Smear Your Mea crusade and campaign has definitely supported and is protecting
our whakapapa for our wāhine. The other thing too is of course with the, with like my
cousins and my aunties and nieces, they have other sides of their whakapapa and so they
adopted this idea and applied it to their other side of their whakapapa and so the ripple
effect was huge… it's just amazing. And then the men folk of our whakapapa, of this whānau
they’re like ‘what about us?’ - Mauri
We came out and were kind of like ‘we’re done girls’ [laughs], you know it was like a little
bit of a mini celebration... ‘well done us, looking after ourselves, looking after our
whakapapa, putting that first’ - Millie
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Teri reiterated the protection of whakapapa and explained that, because of her interaction
with SYM, she now encourages her daughters to have smears and will continue to provide this
encouragement to her mokos: “Smear Your Mea for me as a Mum has really opened... my eyes up
to have conversations with my daughters around making sure they’re up to date with their
smears”; “Our daughters are our future, our granddaughters are our future... put yourself and
your whānau first, put your whakapapa first and have your smears...it’s all about whakapapa isn’t
it!”
Although the interviews demonstrated that the protection of whakapapa is being achieved,
the other long-term outcome (recognition from DHBs of the importance of community outreach
specifically aimed at Māori wāhine) was not discussed in-depth by wāhine in the interviews. This
is because SYM is a recently developed campaign and this long-term outcome has not had
adequate time to come to fruition. However, wāhine recognised Eruera’s policy work, and the
importance of continued development in this area. Mauri described the frustration often
experienced when dealing with bureaucracy:
So you know I've watched or maybe read something that Eru, Talei's brother wrote, I
can't remember which forum now, saying he doesn't understand why Government hasn't
acknowledged or support this kaupapa as they should knowing that a lot of Māori
women, you know, suffer from this.
6.4. Implications of a Western Approach for Wāhine Māori
A recurring theme in every interview was the contrast between the SYM approach to
cervical screening and that of the Western health system. Every wāhine shared her experience and
there were some striking similarities, with descriptions of unpleasant and often traumatic
encounters. We felt this warranted a stand-alone subsection to present some predominant words or
themes related to wāhine experiences in the Western health system.
Wāhine spoke of the Western approach and frequently used the word ‘violated’, or
described feelings of violation either in a physical or emotional sense:
I felt uncomfortable and violated really because, yeah [laughs] so taking myself back there,
it wasn’t a good experience and then probably thinking ‘hell no I’m not going to get that
done again’. - I just felt so violated and uncomfortable. - Awa
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I’ve been treated like shit through the system, but I’ve also had an amazing experience
[with SYM], and being able to compare the two… I’m not pretending to be an expert on
any of this, I’m just sharing my story to hopefully prevent other women from having to feel
disempowered and violated. - Marie
They were never Māori that did it, they were always white middle aged men that did it, so,
it was a horrible experience my whole life, until I got my first Māori nurse, and I was like,
it was just a whole different ball game after that.you know. So that was, it was definitely,
it feels more empowering now, and less like a chore, but prior to that it just, kind of felt a
little bit violated because there was no care taken with your body. - Millie
Many wāhine raised concerns about the care provided in Aotearoa by the current Western
health services, and whakamā was one of the key barriers identified within their narratives.
Wāhine said that some of their whānau had expressed feelings of embarrassment and shame, and
avoided engaging in conversation about their whare tangata; they also revealed uncertainties and
misinformation in regards to cervical screening. Aroha explained that:
A lot of our older Pacific Island women don't talk about the body or their whare tangata
particularly or anything that happens down there. Because of just talking with my mum,
[there's] a sense of embarrassment, or that's tapu, you do not talk about it.
Aaria shared the same sentiment:
You kind of get a little embarrassed by it you know. And it’s something that’s, I think that
all that around your body and stuff, we tend to not talk about that kind of stuff, unless
you’re with your really close friends.
Wāhine also expressed feelings of whakamā in relation to Western attitudes of superiority,
feelings of unfamiliarity, and incompetence of practitioners within Western dominated settings:
There’s no explanation about what could happen for you afterwards, nothing about why
they’re, you know what they’re going to do with the smear, what are they looking for, what
are they testing for, other issues that might be happening for me around you know my
whare tangata. - Teri
I told my mum ‘oh yeah I got my smear done’ and she's just like ‘oh my first smear was
horrible’ and then that was the end of that conversation. It was more just me talking about
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my experience, and how amazing it was and then my mum she looked kinda sad… I think
because she looked happy for me and she's just never, it's like she had never had a
conversation with someone about getting a smear done that was positive. It was just that
‘ohhh, really’ or ‘that's so cool’ but it was with a sadness behind her eyes, she had just
never had a good experience with those kinds of things, or she's never been in an
environment where she can talk about these kinds of things. - Marie
Wāhine described their experiences within the Western system as clinical, with a cold and
sterile environment. There was a significant contrast between the warm, comfortable
environment created by SYM personnel, and the environment described by wāhine in the current
Western system of Aotearoa:
And so I think, you know I had to go into hospital couple of times this year and it just gets
quite clinical and it just feels like you don't really want to be there, you don't really want
anyone to come and prod you every hour; you know like and if I'm going to get something
done like that, or whether it's like, I don't know any kind of test, we just don't want to feel
like a number. - Aaria
I don't know the right word for it but it was just really uncomfortable. I was on my own. Kahu
It just felt really cold, the whole experience felt cold and awkward. - Marie
Mauri referred to the clinical environment in relation to her knowledge of Talei’s
experiences:
And that's what put Talei off in the first place of not getting a smear done because it was
too clinical and she didn't make the connection on how important it was. - Mauri
Many of the wāhine talked about a lack of information, as well as misinformation:
She [her mother] went through menopause a couple of years ago, so she didn't think that
she needed smears anymore. Which I think is a misleading thing and I don't know where
she got her information from… I was like ‘Mum you have to go and get [your smear]’...
But, her nurse said to her ‘why do you need a smear, you've already gone through
menopause?’ - Aroha
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So yeah, really no information, so when we were in last, when she was in for her biopsy
she asked ‘well what was the result of my smear, can you walk me through those?’... ‘oh
look we don't want to say anything yet until we have everything’, and then my mum was
like ‘well that’s, I just want to know’ ‘well let’s not go there yet’. - Aroha
I didn't know what was gonna happen, you know, I didn’t know what smear taking was, or
what they were going to do, and all that stuff. They didn’t really explain what they were
going to do, they just did it. - Awa
I was sitting there and I was just starting to get a little bit overwhelmed because posters
everywhere is just… infertile… cancer… which obviously you need that information but
when you are about to get this really intimate… test done and it's about potentially having
cancer, that's the last thing you wanna see is it right in your face. - Marie
Wāhine described feelings of being dismissed or demeaned when accessing cervical
screening or having further testing in the Western system:
They didn’t even put a sheet over me that first time I did it, and then when I did it with
Smear Your Mea Mana Wāhine they put a sheet over and all that sort of stuff. - Awa
It really wasn’t, it probably felt more diminishing than anything. Which is like the saddest
part, cause having the positive experience of Smear Your Mea to then go into the District
Health Board or into the hospital and then just have a - ‘oh here’s some pamphlets, have
a good day! - Kahu
Yeah… after I… put the pad on, got dressed and everything like that, I walked out and he’s
just like ‘cool, we’re done’- I was just like ‘okaaayy’, walked out in silence with my mate,
got to the car, I remember getting into the car, I looked at her and she looked at me and I
just broke down crying- I was just- I don’t even know why, and I can’t even put it into
words now, why. But I just broke down crying, I was sooo overwhelmed. I can’t even
describe the feeling, I just, I cannot put words to it, I just burst out crying and we sat in
silence as I just cried. - Marie
Because we felt so disempowered having to go through these procedures- and we don't
want anyone else to feel like that ever. - Marie
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Findings by Cormack et al. (2019) were also reflected in our wāhine interviews; they felt
that Māori are not a priority when it comes to receiving quality care from the Western health
system. Wāhine described being exposed to many forms of discrimination on the basis of health,
status, age, gender, and income:
I did see Aunty Sandy’s post last year, I think it was about a new treatment potential, a new
vaccine or something like that, that could of helped, but in the same breath, whether or not
my mum would fit the scope, you know she's over 60, she’s Māori Pacific Island, she's not
wealthy, so she doesn’t, she's not a priority for the health care system. Whereas, you know,
someone a lot more younger, you know, like Talei or my sister, the priority would go
towards them, not towards Mum purely because of how old she is. And we're not rich so
we can't afford that private medical care. - Aroha
There's so much institutional racism when it comes to all facets of society but health
especially so even going to the doctors I’ve experienced racism, from receptionists who
just make you feel uncomfortable. - Marie
6.5. Wāhine Descriptions of Smear Your Mea Experiences
In contrast to the narratives presented above, all wāhine felt empowered, respected, and
comfortable during their experience with the SYM campaign and personnel. Here we present some
recurring words or themes as described by the wāhine, with a particular focus on the way that their
SYM experiences resonated with them as wāhine Māori.
In direct contrast with experiences of violation within the Western system, wāhine
described a sense of empowerment when interacting with the SYM campaign:
I just think that it’s a fantastic campaign, it’s empowering for wāhine Māori. - Huturangi
There's something empowering about being surrounded by women who all share the same
whakaaro and the kaupapa, we were there for as well, you could just feel it in the room. I
didn't feel like I had just walked into something that's like a tapu, taboo, subject, it was just
a bunch of women getting together, having some yarns and talking about our health and
what that might look like, and what smears are and things like that. So it wasn't, no
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uncomfortable feelings or anything like that. It was cool going with a group of women. Marie
It feels more empowering now, and less like a chore. - Millie
Comfort was something that was often talked about when wāhine accessed services
offered by the SYM campaign:
She just really made me feel comfortable and talking about it, and what’s going to happen,
and she was even with me in the room that’s why I probably remember her so, yeah having
that support with me I guess. And it just happened like that, it was not uncomfortable at
all. - Awa
I could not have imagined a better environment, a safer environment, an empowering
environment to have gone and had such an intimate test done. - Marie
Wāhine felt they were respected physically and spiritually during their interactions with
the SYM campaign and personnel:
My very first smears when I was younger were by my male doctor, I didn’t have a
choice. And that was when they had that steel thing, it wasn’t a nice, plastic thing like they
have now, it was actually steel that had, hard edges and it was cold and they didn’t bother
to warm it up cause they, you know, they’d never had it stuck in them before so they didn’t
take the care that our Smear Your Mea wāhine take now. - Millie
All those values are being observed and understood and we are being respected for having
those values. - Teri
Alongside the feelings of respect, wāhine also observed the importance of the wairua
within SYM:
Yeah the whole atmosphere, the wairua, the āhua, of the whole day was really really
calming. - Kahu
Huturangi talked about the way SYM encompasses aroha, wairua and a sense of
empowerment:
I think too speaking about these kaupapa i roto i te reo it really puts a nice wairua around
them. Just puts a nice empowering forcefield around it to say kei a koe te tikanga engari
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kei konei tō whānau i āwhina nei i a koe, he korowai aroha ki runga i a koe koutou ko tō
whānau. That’s definitely what Smear your Mea has done.
The wāhine also recognised a clear contrast between the information and education that
was provided by Western health clinics and SYM. Teri went to support a friend who received a
smear on Smear Your Mea Day; in her interview she described the noticeable contrasts between
the SYM approach and her personal Western healthcare experiences:
The nurse that did the smear for her was wonderful, you know she explained everything,
asked all these questions upfront and they were real pertinent questions like, and then she
described what she was going to do and then when she went through, you know when she
did the smear she said oh this is going to happen and then that and then you’ll feel this and
it won’t be long and I’m just going to do this and like all the way through talking, talking,
talking, my friend through it and then you know finishing off and then saying okay you're
probably going to get a bit of bleeding, you know a bit of spotting, and then she explained
you know in your life how the lining gets thinner so it’s more likely to bleed after that....
I’ve never been asked those, any of those questions in any smears, it’s never been explained
to me afterwards around spotting, like the likelihood of spotting. I even remember one
experience where they didn’t even give me a cloth to wipe afterwards and they provided a
little panty liner to put in yeah as well but none of that’s ever been provided to me after
any of my smears so it was such a different experience and I’m pretty gutted that I’ve never
had that nice experience with my smears, ever.
Aroha described the value of Talei’s blog, while Awa found the stories shared by other
wāhine to be helpful:
It's the fact that the information that she put out there there on her blog... and being open
about it and about going in for treatment, and going in for the initial procedures, and how
scared she was, and how unfamiliar the environment was, and how sterile it all is. And for
me, I think I'm prepared for whatever comes our way. - Aroha.
I had no information about it [cervical screening] before that... and then hearing stories
from wāhine that are having it and then getting their screenings again, doing something
about it, so you know, ‘early detection is the best protection’. - Awa
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7.0. Further Discussion
This evaluation has utilised Kaupapa Māori approaches as the foundation for our research
practice. Utilising Kaupapa Māori approaches helped to ensure that processes were performed in
adherence to tikanga, creating a culturally safe space for wāhine to share their narratives. This
consideration was alluded to by Huturangi:
Māoris [sic] are hōhā with rangahau and interviews… I think too because in the past the
data that’s been collected on us hasn’t really been used for our benefit, and they haven’t
used tikanga Māori… We’re skeptical about how things are gonna be used.
Huturangi also commented on the wider relevance and need for this research:
This kind of research will be really important and integral in ensuring that those gaps that
we have between what we know happens [sic] and the communication, and the correct
information, and dispersing that information to our whānau. This is gonna be really
important rangahau for that.
In adherence to a Kaupapa Māori approach, the research team members spent time
establishing connections with the wahine at the beginning of each interview. Building and
nurturing relationships in this manner was representative of whakawhanaungatanga. The
interviews themselves were conversational in nature; this gave wāhine the mana to control their
narratives and share their unique experiences. This was reflective of the Kaupapa Māori principle
of Tino Rangatiratanga (G. H Smith, 2017).
The researchers all found this approach beneficial and felt that the wāhine were wellsupported as they shared personal thoughts and often emotional narratives. This was affirmed by
positive feedback we received from one of the wāhine: “can you please thank my interviewers for
making me feel so at ease and [I] loved the fact that it was just like a kōrero and lots of laughs”
(Awa, personal communication, October 1, 2020).
Without exception, the wāhine we interviewed for this evaluation spoke passionately about
their positive experiences with SYM; this was in notable contrast to their experiences and feelings
about the Western system of health in Aotearoa. Awa reiterated this point when she was asked if
she could suggest any improvements or if there was room for growth in the SYM campaign:
“maybe change the Pākeha system [laughs] of doing screenings… they [SYM] need to get into
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those spaces maybe and teach them [health practitioners] how to make our wāhine comfortable”.
The overwhelmingly positive response to the SYM campaign supports Talei’s initial supposition
that the Western healthcare system and cervical screening programme do not offer an approach
that resonates or provides cultural safety for wāhine Māori.
Other Indigenous populations examined in the Literature Review (specifically First
Nations and Aboriginal Peoples) expressed a need for an alternative approach to cervical screening
promotion. It was apparent that cultural implications of inequitable health care for Indigenous
populations needed additional consideration, as well as the inclusion of cultural values to improve
services (Hutchison et al., 2016; Maar et al., 2014; Reath & Carey, 2008; Russell & de Leeuw
2012). The same sentiments were discussed through many of our wāhine interviews, describing a
gap that the kaupapa of SYM fills. In addition, the countless comments from wāhine about their
culturally insensitive experiences within Western healthcare truly aligned with this section of
literature. When wāhine did have positive experiences with their regular GPs within Western
service providers, this was mainly due to the personable, positive relationship built with their GPs
or nurses, highlighting the importance of the Māori value of whanaungatanga.
The Māori health models examined in the Literature Review were naturally found in all
facets of the SYM campaign, owing to the very nature of delivering such a campaign by Māori,
with Māori, for Māori. Māori values and perceptions of the world (and health in general) are
embedded in all activities of the SYM campaign, with values from both Te Wheke and Te Pae
Mahutonga evident in the interviews with wāhine. Thus, cultural identity, or mauriora from a TPM
perspective, naturally forms the foundation of the campaign. Wāhine that were interviewed all
expressed sentiments that the SYM campaign and personnel were actively empowering them, and
Māori in general, to participate in their own health and well-being by promoting and enhancing
education on cervical health. The Literature Review provided additional information about
worldwide approaches to Indigenous cervical cancer prevention; one example of a successful
Indigenous led approach is the Hopi Tribe Cancer support services, which provides breast and
cervical cancer screening to women of the Hopi community. This tribally run cancer prevention
programme has had a significant influence on increasing cancer screening in the community
(Brown et al., 2015), with 90% of women in the 2015 study by Brown et al. receiving a smear or
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mammogram. This successful Indigenous led approach is relevant for this research because its
processes and practices can also be seen within SYM practices, albeit on a smaller scale.
Within the findings, we identified significant interaction and overlap between the various
parts of the SYM campaign. For example, in all three objectives the values of whanaungatanga,
manaakitanga, and whakapapa were apparent. This reflects the holistic, relational and whānaubased approach that is evident in every part of the SYM campaign, and the wider Māori worldview
that underpins this approach. Another point that was apparent in all three objectives was the
memory and legacy of Talei Morrison — all wāhine, whether they knew her personally or not,
were touched by her story and the tireless effort she made to ensure that other wāhine and whānau
do not need to suffer the way she and her whānau did. A third, but hugely significant point of
continuity between the three objectives was the harmful and alienating effect of the Western health
system for wāhine Māori receiving cervical screening or treatment for cervical abnormalities or
cancer.
For many years, the colonial system of Aotearoa has adopted universal approaches while
Te Ao Māori worldviews and knowledge systems have been overlooked (Theodore et al., 2019);
to address this, Māori voices must be heard and prioritised within the Western health system.
Integrating Māori health interventions and training for Western health clinics will require adequate
resourcing to foster an Indigenous response that incorporates specialised Māori cultural training
and intervention for Western health practitioners (Kopua, 2019). This was recognised by a number
of the wāhine interviewed, who considered the SYM campaign to be so unique and vital that they
want to ensure that it is not “diluted” by being joined with larger campaigns that do not share the
same Kaupapa Māori values and approaches. The holistic, grassroots nature of the SYM campaign
resonates with wāhine, and the direct Morrison whānau involvement and influence is a real benefit.
However, it was also noted by many wāhine that collaboration with similar campaigns or health
providers (Breast Care Waikato, and Mana Wāhine in Wellington were mentioned specifically) is
convenient and widens the reach for all campaigns.
One unresolved area in our research was the financial implication of running a large
campaign such as SYM. The importance of raising funds to assist in SYM education and outreach
efforts was discussed in the SYM Strategic Plan (2018/19) and the SYM Charitable Trust
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Submission to the Inquiry into Health Inequities for Māori (2019), while the Trust Deed (2018)
discussed the importance of funding strategies and initiatives aimed at preventing cervical cancer
amongst wāhine Māori kaihaka. However, although we found evidence of other primary focuses
of the SYM campaign, raising funds was not an area of prominent discussion in the wāhine
narratives, leading us to note that it may be an area that constitutes further consideration. There is
potential that formalised work, similar to this report, could be utilised to support funding efforts.
SYM personnel and SYM Trustees should be buoyed by the wāhine narratives and personal
experiences shared during this research process. As mentioned previously, the SYM Trustees had
heard of the campaign’s impact and wanted an official, research-based collection of narratives
from wāhine who have engaged with the campaign. Our evaluation was centred around these
stories; we were able to address our three objectives, and furnish our points with raw, emotional
and inspiring quotes from wāhine who have benefitted from the campaign and have been inspired
to spread the word among their whānau and friends. By creating and applying a logic model to the
various facets of the SYM campaign, we were able to identify the various types of inputs and
outputs, as well as the short, medium and long-term outcomes. Although the SYM campaign is
‘young’, the already significant impact it has had on wāhine Māori and their whānau is notable,
evidenced by their receipt of the ‘RANZCOG Māori Women’s Health Award’ for “extraordinary
contribution to Māori women’s health in cervical cancer prevention through the extremely
successful Smear Your Mea campaign, raising awareness of cervical cancer in Māori communities
and encouraging women to have a smear test” (RANNZCOG, Nov 2020)12. This is recognition of
the immense effort and visible change being made by the Morrison whānau and SYM personnel.

8.0. Concluding Comments
As mentioned previously, every wāhine we interviewed expressed genuine gratitude for
the SYM campaign, and we were left in no doubt that SYM activities and outreach have made
positive inroads for wāhine in cervical cancer prevention. Any recommendations from wāhine
were on ways to extend the outreach of SYM, without any suggestion that the campaign itself
should be altered. Our research found that lack of education regarding cervical health is a common

12

This award is not included in the SYM programme logic model (section 6) as the award was given following its
development
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barrier for wāhine to be empowered about their bodies (Coe et al., 2007; Elia & Devine, 2018;
Reath & Carey, 2008). Thus, there is a genuine need for the provision of culturally appropriate
education that resonates with wāhine. Wāhine suggested that the educational outreach of SYM
could be further extended to address this barrier, particularly for young, impressionable wāhine.
Our research also found that older generations often feel uncomfortable discussing their whare
tangata openly, and may prefer the sterile environment and perceived ‘expertise’ of a doctor’s
office. Concerningly, some older women have been misinformed and think that they do not need
to undergo cervical screening past menopause. A targeted SYM outreach campaign for kaumātua
could be valuable to address these wāhine and their specific concerns.
For all of the wāhine participants, a highlight of the SYM campaign is that it has opened
up whānau conversations that extend to wider hauora issues. Wāhine commented on improved
awareness and communication for a range of issues such as prostate cancer, improved nutrition,
regular exercise, marae hauora plans, menstruation, sexual health, and tāne health (specifically
prostate checks). It was also suggested that more involvement for rangatahi boys in the SYM
campaign could be valuable, especially because HPV vaccinations will be a major tool in cervical
cancer prevention moving forward. However, its effectiveness relies on both boys and girls
receiving vaccinations; again, a targeted SYM outreach campaign could be beneficial to increase
the involvement of boys in the kaupapa, much like the approach utilised by the Hopi Tribe Cancer
support services (Coe et al., 2007).
Talei, her whānau and friends all felt that the Western system failed her; her death was
preventable, but the legacy she has left behind speaks volumes to the driven, loving wāhine that
she was. If the Ministry of Health is serious about addressing health inequities for Māori and other
minority groups in Aotearoa, they need to pay heed to grassroots campaigns like SYM. A simple
kōrero with the wāhine and their whānau who have been impacted by the campaign provides
evidence that things can be done to improve the overall health and well-being of Māori through
Kaupapa Māori grounded health promotion. Through this research we found that wāhine want to
be empowered and proactive about their health, but the approaches must be culturally safe and
sensitive, and follow the right processes. The Smear Your Mea campaign is bridging this gap by
providing cervical cancer education and outreach that is collective, whānau driven, and truly
resonates with wāhine.
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In honour of the legacy of Talei Roimata Morrison
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9.0. Glossary of Māori Words/Terms

āhua

shape, appearance, condition, character,
likeness, nature, figure, form

ako Māori

principle of culturally preferred pedagogy

Aotearoa

the original Māori name for New Zealand

aroha

to love, feel pity, feel concern, to empathise

ata

principle of growing respectful relationships

Hā a koro mā, a kui mā

Breath of life from forebears aspect of Te
Wheke

haka

haka performance, posture dance performance,
cultural

hapū

subtribe — the political unit of pre-settlement
Māori society, pregnant

hauora

health, healthy, be fit, be well, good spirits

hīkoi

step, march, hike, trek, tramp, trip, journey

hinengaro

mind, thought, intellect, consciousness,
awareness, psychological; an aspect of Te
Wheke
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Hiwa i te Rangi

one of the stars in Te Kāhui o Matariki, the
Pleiades star cluster. A star that Māori would
send their dreams and desires to in the hope that
they would be realised

hōhā

nuisance, bother, bore, hassle, pain in the neck

iwi

tribe, aggregation of hapū sharing a traditional
link, extended kinship group

kaihaka

performer

kaimahi

worker, employee, clerk, staff

kanohi ki te kanohi

face-to-face

kapa haka

Māori performing group, concert party

karakia

incantation, ritual chant, chant, intoned
incantation, charm, spell - a set form of words to
state or make effective a ritual activity

kaumātua

elder(s), knowledgeable men and women,
grandparent(s); to grow old, to grow up

kaupapa

topic, policy, matter for discussion; principle of
collective philosophy

Kaupapa Māori

Māori-focused, a Māori way, Māori ideology or
doctrine

kia piki ake i ngā raruraru o te

principle of socio-economic mediation

kainga
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kōrero

speech, narrative, story, news, account,
discussion, conversation, discourse, statement,
information

kōtiro

girl, daughter

kuia

older woman and grandmother

mā

and others, and company, and the rest

mahi

work, job, employment, trade (work), practice,
occupation, activity, exercise, operation,
function

mamae

be painful, sore, hurt, ache, pain, injury, wound

mana

authority, integrity, standing, prestige

mana ake

unique identity of individuals and family aspect
of Te Wheke

manaakitanga

caring for the needs of a person or people, care,
respect

mana wāhine

the unique power, spiritual essence and mana of
women

Māori

(noun) indigenous people of Aotearoa, original
inhabitant (adjective) normal, native, indigenous

marae

the open space in front of the wharenui/meeting
house
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mauri

life principle specific to particular entity or class
of entities, source of emotions; an aspect of Te
Wheke

Mauriora

cultural identity aspect of Te Pae Mahutonga

mea

thing, object

mihimihi

greet/greetings, pay tribute, thank

mokopuna

grandchild/grandchildren

Ngā Manukura

community leadership aspect of Te Pae
Mahutonga

Pākehā

the settlers, may refer to all non-Māori, or be
restricted to New Zealanders of European
descent

pono

be true, valid, honest, genuine, sincere

rangahau

to seek, search out, pursue, research, investigate,
survey

rangatahi

youth, teenagers, Māori youth

rangatira

leader(s), chief(s)

Rotorua-nui-a-

Lake Rotorua

Kahumatamomoe
Taha hinengaro

mental/emotional aspect of Te Whare
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Taha tinana

physical aspect of Te Whare; physical wellbeing aspect of Te Wheke

Taha wairua

spiritual aspect of Te Whare

Taha whānau

extended family or social aspect of Te Whare

tangihanga

Funeral, mourning, the ceremonials of mourning
and burial

taonga tuku iho

principle of cultural aspiration

tēina

younger brothers (of a male), younger sisters (of
a female), cousins (of the same gender) of a
junior line, junior relatives — plural form of
teina

Te Mana Whakahaere

autonomy aspect of Te Pae Mahutonga

Te Matatini

national cultural festival for Māori performing
arts

Te Mātārae i Ōrehu

kapa haka team from Te Arawa waka

Te oranga

participation in society aspect from Te Pae
Mahutonga

Te Tiriti o Waitangi

Treaty of Waitangi

tikanga

customary procedures, rules, processes, practice

tino rangatiratanga

principle of self-determination
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Toiora

healthy lifestyle aspect from Te Pae Mahutonga

tamariki

children

tane

husband, male, man

taonga

property, goods, possession, effects, objects,
treasure

tapu

sacred, prohibited, restricted

te ao Māori

the Māori world, Māori worldview

te whare tangata

house of humanity, womb, uterus

tinana

body, trunk (of a tree), the main part of anything

tūpuna

ancestors, grandparent (western dialect of
tipuna)

wāhine

Female, women, feminine — plural form of
wahine

wāhine toa

women leaders

waiata

song, to sing

Waiora

physical environment aspect of Te Pae
Mahutonga; total well-being for the individual
and family aspect of Te Wheke

wairua

spirit, soul - spirit of a person which exists
beyond death

wairuatanga

spirituality, an aspect of Te Wheke
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waka

canoe, often in relation to descent

wānanga

Māori tertiary academic institution, forum,
planning, or learning

whakamā

ashamed, shy, bashful, embarrassed

whakawhanaungatanga

to instigate or reinforce relationships,
relationship building

whakapapa

genealogy, knowledge of ancestry

whānau

family, extended family, to give birth, born;
principle of extended family structure

whānaungatanga

creating and sustaining relationships between
relations and close friends, family and
relationship building; an aspect of Te Wheke

wharenui

meeting house, the dominant building on a
marae, sometimes referred to as the carved
house

whatumanawa

the open and healthy expression of emotion
aspect of Te Wheke

whenua

13

land, country, nation, state, placenta, afterbirth 13

All translations in the glossary have been taken from The Te Aka Online Māori Dictionary (see Williams, 1971)
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11.0. Appendices
Appendix 1: The Evaluation Team
Areta Ranginui Charlton (Ngāti Ruapani, Ngāi Tūhoe) — Areta is a graduate from Te Whare
Wānanga o Waikato, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts majoring in Psychology and Māori &
Indigenous Studies, alongside a minor in te reo Māori. She is enrolled in a Post-Graduate Diploma
in Psychology, channeling her passion for Māori and Indigenous development into this field and
hoping to move into Community Psychology. Areta is active in the Māori student university
communities and works as a tutor and research assistant within the university.
Cheyenne Kohere (Ngāti Porou, Rongowhakaata, Waikato-Tainui, Muaūpoko, Ngāti
Tūwharetoa) — Cheyenne completed a Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Arts majoring in Māori and
Pacific Development at Te Whare Wānanga o Waikato in 2018. She went back to study in 2019
completing a Graduate Diploma in Psychology. She is completing a Post-Graduate Diploma in
Psychology, with the aim of eventually working in the field of Community Psychology. She
currently works for a Māori psychologist based at the University as a research assistant, and is
particularly interested in Māori health and well-being.
Elisha Powell — Elisha completed her undergraduate degree majoring in Psychology and
Criminology at the University of Wellington in 2017. She is currently completing a Post-Graduate
Diploma in Psychology at the University of Waikato. She has recently carried out a Directed
Study/scoping review, to understand effective intervention options for survivors of sexual abuse.
Alongside her study, Elisha works as a Sexual Harm Crisis Support Worker at a Non-Government
Organisation in Rotorua.
Nicki Hockings — Nicki completed her undergraduate study at the Open Polytechnic of New
Zealand, receiving a Bachelor of Applied Science (Psychology) in 2019. She is currently enrolled
in the Postgraduate Diploma of Psychology at Te Whare Wānanga o Waikato/University of
Waikato, with the aim of eventually working in Community Psychology. Her particular fields of
interest include women and children’s rights.
Terina Dinsdale-Kingi (Te Arawa, Ngāti Ranginui) — Terina completed her Bachelor of Social
Sciences double majoring in Psychology and Sport & Leisure Studies, at the University of Waikato
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in 2016. She then went on to complete a Graduate Certificate in Psychology at the University of
Waikato in 2017. She is now undergoing a Postgraduate Diploma in Psychology which will be
completed in 2020. Her future aspirations are to improve the quality of health and well-being for
Māori communities and individuals. She has also volunteered in various community and Māori
organisations.
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Appendix 2: Interview Schedule
Smear Your Mea Evaluation Interview Guide

Whakawhanaungatanga/Introductions
Start by greeting the wāhine and thanking them for attending the interview.
Introduce ourselves (who we are and where we are from, and our roles as interviewer and
observer). This will be an informal, brief, reciprocal conversation. It is important to allow time
for the wāhine to share who they are, particularly their iwi affiliations and whakapapa
connections.
Then go over the information sheet with the wāhine- going through the finer details of the
project:
● Discuss the greater purpose of the research for SYM, and provide an overview of what will be
asked during the interview (emphasis on the wāhine narrative)
● Explain the formalities pertaining to rights, confidentiality and anonymity. They are able to:
-

Decline to answer any of the questions

-

Leave the interview at anytime

-

Know how their narrative will be used

-

Clarifying anonymity and data rights

-

Read and agree to the consent form

Consent form to be read through and signed, and pseudonym to be chosen by wāhine.
● Ask if they have any questions before the interview begins
Before we begin, we will ask the wāhine if they would like us to lead a karakia to open the
interview.
Pātai/Questions
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Enablers: What is valued? Barriers?
Barriers: What could be further refined and developed?
Q1. How did you hear about SYM?
- Follow up: How did SYM resonate with
you as a wāhine Māori? How did this
compare to cervical smear information
you’d seen prior?
Prompts: Personal connection, whānau friend
connection, social media, initial
knowledge/understanding of SYM, motivation
to attend
Q2. Have you received a smear because of the
SYM campaign? e.g. at events/mobile clinics/or
due to learning about SYM
- YES (at SYM mobile clinic)
Follow up: How did this experience
compare with other smear experiences?
-

YES (at GP or other health provider)
Follow up: What prompted you to get a
smear and why was it important to you
on this occasion?

Prompts: enablers/barriers: Time/timing,
feelings (trust, safety, empowerment, educated,
respected), convenience (location), support
(whānau, friends, SYM, cultural), length since
last smear (why?)
Q3. How do you feel about sharing your smear
experiences? E.g with whānau, friends, health
practitioners
- Positive
Prompt: Involvement with SYM? response of
family/friends (male/female), empowerment
(health related, education)
Q4. What were some of the things about SYM
that have given you to have a positive smear
experience?
- Follow up: Was there anything that you
found particularly memorable?

-

NO
Follow up: Why did you choose not
to use SYM smear services?

Prompts: enablers/barriers: Time/timing,
feelings (trust, safety, empowerment,
educated, respected), convenience
(location), support (whānau, friends, SYM,
cultural), length since last smear (why?)

Negative
Prompt: why? (expand)

-

Follow up: What do you think SYM
could do to encourage more Māori
women to have smears?
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-

With this positive experience, have you
encouraged other wahine to have a
smear or attend a SYM event?

Prompts: Location of smear opportunities, the
first greeting, the procedure, support during the
procedure, after care, information provided,
values that were evident, understanding of
Māori ways of being that were evident, cultural
safety etc). Probing for more specific aspects.

Prompts: Location of smear opportunities,
the first greeting, the procedure, support
during the procedure, after care, information
provided, values that were evident,
understanding of Maori ways of being that
were evident, cultural safety etc). Probing
for more specific aspects.

Finishing the interview
Winding down the discussion, closing remarks, any other additional information that may be
relevant, including asking the wāhine if there is anything else she would like to say.
Reassure of the processes following the interview:
- We will be in contact with transcripts via email provided, explain their ability to
withdraw or alter any info in the transcript (or withdraw completely), once received you
have two weeks to do so.
- If they have any questions to email us
- They will receive a summary of the final report via email once it is completed.
Lastly give them a big mihi for participating and thank them for taking time out of their lives to
talk to us. We will also offer to conclude the session with a closing karakia.
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Appendix 3: Consent Forms
Participant Consent Form
I have received a copy of the Information Sheet describing the research project. Any questions that
I have, relating to the research, have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I can ask
further questions about the research at any time, and that I can withdraw my participation at any
time up to two weeks after receiving my interview transcript.
During the interview, I understand that I can decline to answer any question; I can stop the
interview at any time; and I can ask to have the recording device turned off at any time.
When I sign this consent form I will retain ownership of my interview, but I give consent for the
researcher to use the interview for the purposes of the research outlined in the Information Sheet.
I understand that my identity will remain confidential in the presentation of the research findings.
Please complete the following checklist. Tick the appropriate box for each
point.

YES

NO

1. I have been provided with an information sheet that I have read (or has been read to me)
and I understand this information

2. I have been given sufficient time to make a decision about whether or not I would like to
participate in this research

3. I understand that taking part in this evaluation is voluntary (my choice) and I may
withdraw within two weeks of receiving my transcribed interview

4. I understand that I have the right to decline to answer any questions and/or withdraw my
participation at any stage of the interview

5. I know who to contact if I have any questions about the evaluation

6. I understand that my interview data will be used in an evaluation report for Smear Your
Mea
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7. I understand that the interview will be audio recorded and notes will be taken by a
second researcher

8. I understand that the information provided in this interview will be kept confidential and
that any information that could identify me personally will not be used in the evaluation
report

9. I agree to the research team giving my contact details to Smear Your Mea so that they
may contact me in the future to discuss the use of my data in further publications

10. I understand that if I agree to my contact details being given to Smear Your Mea, they
may identify me or my story in the research report

Pseudonym assigned to this participant:
____________________________________________
Declaration by participant
I agree to participate in this research project and I understand that I may withdraw at any time. If
I have any concerns about this project, I may contact the Human Research Ethics Committee
(Health) via email: humanethics@waikato.ac.nz
Ingoa/Name: ________________________________________________________________
Ethnicity: __________________________________________________________________
Iwi: _______________________________________________________________________
Age: __________
Contact email: _____________________________________________________________
Signature: _______________________
Date: __________
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Researcher:

_______________________________________________________________

Signature:

_______________________

Date:

__________

Contact email: symevaluationwaikato@gmail.com
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Consent Form for Support People that Wish to Participate in the Interview
I agree that I have attended this interview as a support person. I have an understanding of the
purposes of the research outlined in the Information Sheet and I have contributed to the discussion
during the interview and I consent to this being included in this research.
I understand that my identity will remain confidential in the presentation of the research findings.
Please complete the following checklist. Tick the appropriate box for each
point.

YES

NO

1. I have been provided with an information sheet that I have read (or has been read to me)
and I understand this information

2. I have been given sufficient time to make a decision about whether or not I would like to
participate in this research

3. I understand that taking part in this study is voluntary (my choice) and I may withdraw
within two weeks of receiving my transcribed interview

4. I understand that I have the right to decline to answer any questions and/or withdraw my
participation at any stage of the interview

5. I know who to contact if I have any questions about the evaluation

6. I understand that my interview data could be used in an evaluation report for Smear Your
Mea

7. I understand that the interview will be audio recorded and notes will be taken by a
second researcher

8. I understand that the information provided in this interview will be kept confidential and
that any information that could identify me personally will not be used in the evaluation
report

9. I agree to the research team giving my contact details to Smear Your Mea so that they
may contact me in the future to discuss the use of my data in further publications
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10. I understand that if I agree to my contact details being given to Smear Your Mea, they
may identify me or my story in the research report

Pseudonym assigned to this participant:
____________________________________________
Declaration by participant
I agree to participate in this research project and I understand that I may withdraw at any time. If
I have any concerns about this project, I may contact the Human Research Ethics Committee
(Health) via email: humanethics@waikato.ac.nz
Ingoa/Name: ________________________________________________________________
Ethnicity: __________________________________________________________________
Iwi: _______________________________________________________________________
Age: __________
Contact email: ______________________________________________________________
Signature: _______________________
Date: __________

Researcher:

_______________________________________________________________

Signature:

_______________________

Date:

__________

Contact email: symevaluationwaikato@gmail.com
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Appendix 4: Participant Information Sheet
Individual Interview Participant Information Sheet
Title of project: Evaluation of Smear Your Mea
Approval Statement
This research project has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee (Health) at
the University of Waikato as HREC(Health)2020#54. Any questions or concerns about the ethical
conduct of this research may be sent to the Secretary of the Committee, email
humanethics@waikato.ac.nz, postal address, Human Research Ethics Committee (Health),
University of Waikato, Te Whare Wananga o Waikato, Private Bag 3105, Hamilton 3240.
An Invitation
Tēnā koutou, we would like to invite you to participate in this research and evaluation of the Smear
Your Mea campaign. The researchers of the project are five Waikato University students currently
enrolled in an evaluation paper (PSYCH511/513).
Purpose
The purpose of this evaluation is to support Smear Your Mea in the continuation of their mahi.
The Trust has heard anecdotally of how it has saved lives through its outreach and education but
would like further information and personal stories from wāhine Māori participants. The Trust
wants to know of its impact. They currently do not have anyone involved in the kaupapa who is
able to offer assistance in a research capacity. This research will help to advance the campaign by
providing an opportunity to systematically document and analyse aspects of programme processes
and how these impacted on wāhine Māori and their whānau. The findings from this evaluation
research will help Smear Your Mea to understand which parts of their campaign activities work
well for wāhine Māori and how these activities could be enhanced. By sharing your experience,
you will help Smear Your Mea to grow and develop their outreach, to benefit more wāhine Māori.
Participant requirements
We would like to invite you to participate as you have had first hand experience with Smear Your
Mea campaign activities. We would require a face-to-face interview/kōrero with you; this will be
informal in nature, designed to hear about your experience with Smear Your Mea. If you know of
another participant in the research and you would like to be interviewed together, we are happy to
do this. Please advise us via email if this is your preference. Two student researchers from the
research team will be present at the interview. One will be the main interviewer and the other will
be taking notes. This conversation will be recorded and will take approximately 45 minutes.
Participant rights
We encourage you to bring a support person if this will help you to feel more comfortable during
the interview. At the beginning of the interview we will go through a consent form, which you will
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then sign if you would like to participate. Your participation is voluntary and you have the right to
stop the interview at any time. We will send you a transcript of your interview to review, and you
are welcome to amend, add to, or delete any part of it. After we send you your transcript, you have
two weeks to make any changes, or withdraw completely from the research. We will also send you
a summary of the final report once it is finished. Please note, if you have a support person present
for your interview, they can edit or withdraw only their contributions to the interview.
Confidentiality
All of your information will be kept confidential and your name will not be used in the reporting.
Only the evaluation team and their supervisor will be able to access your information. When
referring to our participants in the final report, we will use the general term of ‘wāhine’; if we are
using a direct quote from you we will use a pseudonym to protect your identity. You can choose
your own pseudonym, or you can choose one from our list or we can assign one for you.
Information storage
All information pertaining to your participation in this research will only be accessible to the
evaluation team members and their supervisor. All of your transcriptions and recordings from our
kōrero will be stored securely in a password protected computer, while all paper documentation
will be stored in a locked cabinet at the University of Waikato. All transcriptions, recordings and
documents will be kept for 5 years and then appropriately destroyed.
Optional further contact from Smear Your Mea
We will ask you at the beginning of the interview if you would feel comfortable with Smear Your
Mea contacting you in the future to discuss the use of your data in further publications. Please be
aware that if you agree to this, we will pass on your contact details to Smear Your Mea. This may
mean that Smear Your Mea staff may be able to identify you or your story in the research report.
If you consent to Smear Your Mea contacting you in the future we will ask you to indicate this on
the consent form provided. You can still participate in the interview even if you do not consent to
Smear Your Mea contacting you in the future.
Contact us
Our research team comprises: Areta Ranginui Charlton (Ngāti Ruapani, Ngāi Tūhoe), Terina
Dinsdale-Kingi (Ngati Pikiao, Tapuika, Ngati Ranginui), Elisha Powell, Cheyenne Kohere (Ngāti
Porou, Rongowhakaata, Waikato-Tainui, Muaūpoko, Ngāti Tūwharetoa), and Nicki Hockings.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding participation in this research please contact us.
Smear Your Mea evaluation team: symevaluationwaikato@gmail.com
Our supervisor Dr Jane Furness: jane.furnes@waikato.ac.nz
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Appendix 5: Recruitment Poster
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Appendix 6: Initial Contact Email
Tēnā koe,
You are receiving this email because we have been given your details as a potential participant in
the Smear Your Mea evaluation research project.
The purpose of this evaluation is to support Smear Your Mea in the continuation of their mahi.
The SYM Trust has heard anecdotally of how it has saved lives through its outreach and education
but would like further information and personal stories from wāhine.
We would like to invite you to participate as you have had first-hand experience with Smear Your
Mea campaign activities. We would require a face-to-face interview/kōrero, which will be based
on your experience with Smear Your Mea, and what it was like for you.
Your participation is entirely voluntary. We know that cervical smears and gynaecological health
are personal subjects, so please consider this element and proceed only if you feel comfortable to
do so. Rest assured we will be following Smear Your Mea’s tikanga and will be offering a
confidential and safe environment for you to share your story. You are also welcome to bring a
support person or whānau member if you would like to.
If you would like to participate please reply to this email and we will contact you further to arrange
a time and place for your interview. We are aiming for interviews to take place in August 2020.
Please find attached an information sheet which outlines the evaluation and interview process in
greater detail.
Ngā mihi nui,
The Smear Your Mea evaluation team:
Elisha Powell, Terina Dinsdale-Kingi (Ngāti Pikiao, Tapuika, Ngāti Ranginui), Cheyenne Kohere
(Ngāti Porou, Rongowhakaata, Waikato-Tainui, Muaūpoko, Ngāti Tūwharetoa), Areta Ranginui
Charlton (Ngāti Ruapani, Ngāi Tūhoe) and Nicki Hocking
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Appendix 7: SYM Programme Logic Model
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